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Adaptive Digital Predistorters Based on Hammerstein Approach   
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The objective of this research work is to investigate, design and measurement of a digital 
predistortion linearizer that is able to compensate the dynamic nonlinear distortion of a High 
Power Amplifier (PA). The effectiveness of the proposed baseband predistorter (PD) on the 
performance of a WLAN OFDM transmitter utilizing a nonlinear PA with memory effect is 
observed and discussed. For this purpose, a 10W Class-A/B power amplifier with a gain of 22 
dB, operated over the 3.5 GHz frequency band was designed and implemented.  
 
The proposed baseband PD is independent of the operating RF frequency and can be used in 
multiband applications. Its operation is based on the Hammerstein system, taking into account 
PA memory effect compensation, and demonstrates a noticeable improvement compared to 
memoryless predistorters.  
 
Different types of modelling procedures and linearizers were introduced and investigated, in 
which accurate behavioural models of Radio Frequency (RF) PAs exhibiting linear and 
nonlinear memory effects were presented and considered, based on the Wiener approach 
employing a linear parametric estimation technique.  Three new linear methods of parameter 
estimation were investigated, with the aim of reducing the complexity of the required filtering 
process in linear memory compensation. Moreover, an improved wiener model is represented to 
include the nonlinear memory effect in the system. The validity of the PA modelling approaches 
and predistortion techniques for compensation of nonlinearities of a PA were verified by several 
tests and measurements. The approaches presented, based on the Wiener system, have the 
capacity to deal with the existing trade-off between accuracy and convergence speed compared 
to more computationally complex behavioural modelling algorithms considering memory 
effects, such as those based on Volterra series and Neural Networks. 
 
In addition, nonlinear and linear crosstalks introduced by the power amplifier nonlinear 
behaviour and antennas mutual coupling due to the compact size of a MIMO OFDM transmitter 
have been investigated.   
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CHAPTER 1                     

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

Modern communication systems based on complex modulation and bandwidth efficient 

schemes are required to satisfy the demands of high transmission data rates. For these 

systems a high-efficiency and linear broadband Radio Frequency (RF) transmitter is 

recommended to achieve targets of high-speed future wireless communication systems 

and also to match existing worldwide standards such as worldwide interoperability for 

microwave access (WiMAX) [1], Long Term Evolution (LTE) [2] and Wireless Local 

Area Network (WLAN) [3]. This implies a complex task since it involves various 

conflicting requirements. Standards which attempt to generate high data rates, for 

example by applying spectral efficient complex modulation schemes such as 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), impose high demands on 

acceptable linearity and high-power efficiency, and thus pose a big challenge [4-8].  

 

Spectrally efficient modulation schemes introduce high Peak to Average Power Ratio 

(PAPR) due to the envelope fluctuations of their time-domain signals. For instance, the 

Code Division Multiple Access scheme (CDMA2000, WCDMA) typically shows 

PAPR figures around 10 dB; WLAN IEEE 802.11a, or the IEEE 802.16, using OFDM, 

exhibit even higher PAPR (up to 12 dB) over a bandwidth of 20 MHz or more. Due to 

this fact, they are extremely sensitive to the nonlinear effects produced by the RF 

subsections of wireless transmitters, mostly by the nonlinear performance of Power 

Amplifiers (PAs) [9].  Typically, the nonlinear behaviour of PAs can be characterised as 
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gain compression, which can be amplitude compression or phase distortion, and in some 

types of PAs both of these effect [5-8]. Nonlinear distortion results in spectral regrowth 

within the co-channel and adjacent channels [9]. Co-channel interference or in-band 

distortion causes deviation of the received signal constellation points from their ideal 

positions so it degrades the Bit Error Rate (BER) at the receiver side. Moreover, out-of  

-band radiation is a result of adjacent channel interference.  

 

At first glance, one way to have linear amplification and thus to reduce PA nonlinear 

behaviour is to adopt a significant power back-off level. However, this method scarifies 

PA power efficiency and is in contrast with low cost and low consumption designs. 

 

In this situation in order to fulfil linearity and efficiency, as well as the high data rate 

requirements of modern wireless communications, the use of linearizers becomes 

mandatory. The most commonly used compensation techniques are feedback (in various 

forms) [10], Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) [11], Linear Amplification 

with Nonlinear Components (LINC) [12], feedforward [5] and different types of 

predistorter [13-15]. Investigations of different types of linearizers show that digital 

predistortion (PD) with adaptive compensation has great potential in linearization, 

applied using fast Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques [14-16]. 

 

To design adaptive PD an essential step is analysing the PA to obtain an accurate 

behavioural model. Intensive studies have been performed both in theory and based on 

measurements to find a behavioural modelling algorithm [17-19]. To drive a static 

model for Amplitude to Amplitude (AM/AM) and Amplitude to Phase (AM/PM) 

functions [17], [19], in other words a memory-less model of a PA, a single-tone test 
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could be carried out. However, an accurate behavioural model of a PA in multicarrier 

applications such as OFDM would need to be more complex since the signal has a time 

varying envelope, and when a PA is fed by a signal with a high dynamic range, it 

exhibits memory effects [20, 21]. In this case static functions, measured at a specified 

temperature and DC bias conditions, are not enough to model the PA accurately. The 

memory effects are divided in two groups: electro-thermal and electrical memory 

effects [22-24]. Electro-thermal memory effects are due to the changes of the transistor 

junction temperature as a function of the input signal amplitude. The second group, 

electrical memory effects, are due to the impedance variation over the input signal 

bandwidth at the fundamental frequency and harmonics, as well as at the envelope 

frequency. Many studies have been performed on the assessment of memory effects 

during recent years [25-27]. Generally, memory effects contribute to variations of the 

PA characteristic functions over the envelope frequency and such effects can limit the 

PD performance in suppression of nonlinear distortions. Therefore, we need to consider 

a PD which is capable of cancelling out the nonlinear distortion, including the memory 

effects.  

 

Most wireless standards have been reconsidered recently in the light of Multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO) topologies, which is one of the most promising solutions in 

improving the spectral efficiency [28, 29]. By using MIMO, theoretically the system 

capacity or the data rate of the system is multiplied by the number of outputs of the 

MIMO transceiver. In such transceivers, multiple transmission/reception paths are 

implemented on the same chipset, thus crosstalk between the multiple RF paths must be 

considered.  High power amplifiers as well as multiple antenna systems are the main 
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sources of this impairment [30-32]. Nonlinear crosstalk can even disturb the 

performance of a digital PD implemented in the baseband [33].  

 

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED 

RESEARCH 

This research is principally concerned with the design and implementation of 

predistortion linearizer for OFDM application. Since OFDM technology has been 

extensively used in various wireless infrastructure sectors such as WLAN, the main 

inspiration for this research is to implement PD compensation in a WLAN transmitter, 

with the aim of increasing the linearity of the system and reducing the out of band 

emission due to the PA nonlinear behaviour.  

 

As mentioned earlier, in order to design the adaptive PD, first an accurate behavioural 

model of the PA with memory effects is required. Thus an extensive study of the 

different algorithms proposed to model the nonlinearity has been carried out and an 

accurate behavioural model has been derived. The model is based on the Wiener system 

with an improved accurate technique for parameter estimation. The effects of nonlinear 

distortion on OFDM signal in terms of constellation point distortion, Adjacent Channel 

Power Ratio (ACPR) and BER have been investigated by simulation and measurement.  

 

Next, an efficient adaptive predistortion technique based on the Hammerstein model is 

used to compensate the distortion due to the high PA. Three optimal methods of 

parameter estimation have been introduced, with the aim of reducing the complexity of 

the required filtering. Furthermore, to include the nonlinear memory effects the 

improved Hammerstein PD is proposed.  
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To validate the modelling algorithm, a 10 W Class-A/B PA with a gain of 22 dB 

operating at 3.5 GHz, using an N-channel enhancement mode lateral MOSFET device, 

has been designed and fabricated.  AM/AM and AM/PM transfer functions of the 

fabricated PA have been extracted for single tone and OFDM modulated signals. 

 

To demonstrate the validity of the proposed PD algorithms, the output spectrum, 

constellation points and BER performance of the linearized transmitter have been 

extracted from measured data. Finally, the results of the new algorithms on accuracy 

and adaptation time have been compared analytically with previously reported 

approaches. 

 

In addition, the effect of the PA nonlinear behaviour on the OFDM MIMO transmitter 

has been studied. The nonlinear crosstalk is due to PA nonlinearity, exacerbated by the 

compact size of a MIMO OFDM transmitter. Also, the effect of linear crosstalk caused 

by the mutual coupling between the transmitter antennas has been investigated through 

simulation.  

 

1.3 OVERVIEW OF PRESENT THESIS     

This thesis principally contributes a study of predistortion linearization. This includes the 

accurate determination of a PA behavioural model for OFDM modulated signal. Also,  

different features of adaptive predistorter are proposed and validated by experimental 

results. A detailed description of specific objectives can be found in the following 

section. 
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Chapter 2 presents the fundamental of PAs. Tests on extracting the AM/AM and 

AM/PM transfer functions and nonlinear distortion of PAs is explained in this chapter. 

The PA figure of merit which should be considered in linearization approach is 

mentioned. Moreover, sources of memory effects and different criteria for quantifying 

these are discussed.  

 

Chapter 3 investigates OFDM transmitters in wireless communication.  The influence 

of PA nonlinearity on OFDM modulated signals and measures to evaluate these 

imperfection effects are studied in this chapter. To illustrate how the nonlinear 

distortion affects the signal, large signal model of MET LDMOS is used in Advanced 

Design System (ADS) to design the PA. Next, a WLAN 80211.a transmitter 

implemented in the digital library of the simulator is modified, and the work is 

completed with a final design of PA and the use of channel models to verify the Error 

Vector Magnitude (EVM) and BER performances. 

  

Chapter 4 considers different techniques of PA behavioural modelling. Memoryless 

modelling procedures as well as models considering memory effects are studied 

carefully. Various parameter estimation algorithms available for two-box models 

namely, Wiener and Hammerstein are considered in this chapter. These algorithms are 

analysed from different aspects such as simplicity, convergence speed and ability to 

model different kinds of memory effects. Finally, the behavioural models based on the 

Wiener and improved Wiener approaches, with an optimal technique for system 

parameter estimation, are developed. 
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Chapter 5 reviews different methods of linearization used in RF transmitters. These 

techniques are  power  back-off, feedback linearization, Envelope Elimination And 

Restoration (EER),  Linear Amplification with Nonlinear Components (LINC), 

feedforward and predistortion. Various features of predistortion technique and methods 

such as look-up tables and polynomials are described in this chapter.  An intensive 

study  on previous predistorters designed for OFDM application is carried out. Finally, 

three  different methods of parameter estimation to evaluate the Hammerstein blocks as 

well as improved Hammerstein system are developed.  

 

Chapter 6 illustrates the test bed setup and experimental results used to validate the 

proposed PA behavioural model as well as different features of Hammerstein PD. The 

physical transmitted signal that combines the effects of the PA, the RF vector modulator 

and the digital to analogue converter (DAC) are provided by a vector signal generator 

(VSG). The DSP component is delivered from a suitable mobile computing platform, 

which synthesises I/Q data according to WLAN802.11a, using MATLAB classes 

written by the author. Subsequently, the predistorted baseband signal is up-converted to 

the carrier frequency in the VSG, and transmitted to the PA, thus forming the linearized 

RF block. The receiver is physically implemented by the vector signal analyser (VSA). 

The captured baseband data, at the input and output of the transmitter, are used to feed 

the parameter estimation processor of the predistortion algorithm. Finally, the measured 

data are processed to calculate the EVM, BER and ACPR in the presence of the 

nonlinearity and compensator.  

 

Chapter 7 states the effect of nonlinear and linear crosstalk in MIMO OFDM 

transceiver. These effects are mainly due to the PA nonlinear behaviour and mutual 
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coupling of antennas in the MIMO OFDM transmitter. The effects of the crosstalk 

interference on the signal detection and compensation processes are analysed.    

 

Conclusions and suggestions for future work on related topics are presented in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2        

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A PA is an indispensable unit used to provide sufficient power for an incident signal to 

be transmitted via a propagation medium [1-3]. Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers 

(TWTA) show a large amount of nonlinearity; their input AM/AM for high levels of 

input signal becomes readily saturated. Also their AM/PM function is not constant. 

Even the newer transistor amplifiers, Solid State PAs (SSPA), exhibit nonlinearity. 

Although their phase conversion is less than that of TWTAs, memory effects are more 

considerable. This chapter introduces the most commonly PA types, class A, AB, B and 

C, and the PA’s transfer functions from single-tone and two-tone tests. Moreover, the 

sources of memory effects and different measures to evaluate these effects are studied 

 

2.2 POWER AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS  

In RF wireless communication systems the PA plays a major role in providing high 

enough output power for various applications. Generally, the PA is located at the output 

stage of the transmitter. This device is used to transform the DC power into RF power 

according to its transfer function. A SSPA unit typically consists of 1) input bias and 

matching network, 2) Transistor, 3) output bias and matching network. 

 

Usually the matching network is designed to deliver maximum power. The active 

device or power transistor is categorized according to the technology and material. It 
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could be based on 1) GaAs, 2) Silicon, or 3) other semiconductors such as silicon 

germanium or silicon carbide. The power transistor is chosen according to different 

requirements such as price per Watt, frequency of operation, efficiency, linearity, output 

power and temperature stability. The bias circuit determines the desired operating 

voltage or current level to the active device. Choosing the proper bias point of an RF PA 

can determine the level of the performance ultimately possible with the final design [2], 

[4]. In certain applications, it may be desirable to have the transistor with specific 

conducting angle which amplifies for only a certain portion of the input signal. The 

comparison of PA bias approaches evaluates the trade-offs for: output power, 

efficiency, linearity, and other parameters for different applications [4]. 

 

2.3 CLASS OF POWER AMPLIFIER  

In order to drive a Field Effect Transistor (FET), the gate and drain DC voltages have to 

be biased carefully to the optimum operating point (quiescent point or Q-point), for the 

desired class [3], [4]. The choice of Q-point greatly influences the linearity, power 

handling and efficiency. Conducting angle is the most common measure to determine in 

which class the amplifier has been designed. In class-A amplifiers the conduction angle, 

θC, is 2π, for class-AB π <θC<2π, class-B amplifiers have θC=π and class-C amplifiers 

have a conduction angle of θC<π. 

 

Figure 2.1 (a) shows the voltage and waveforms of a class-A amplifier. The class-A PA 

is the most linear of all amplifier types, where linearity means simply how closely the 

output signal of the amplifier resembles the input signal. In fact, linear amplification is 

required when the signal contains amplitude modulation or a combination of both 

amplitude and phase modulation (SSB, TV video carriers, QPSK, QAM and OFDM). 
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However, the biggest drawback of the class-A amplifier is its ideal maximum efficiency 

of 50%, which is in practice reduced significantly, to about 35%.  

 

Since the gate bias level is reduced in comparison with class-A amplifier, current 

clipping occurs. Although this clipping generates harmonics and nonlinear effects, 

class-AB amplifiers are popular candidates in PA designs. In fact, the transistor 

response of class-AB is wider than for class-B due to the different operating point, and 

its power efficiency is higher than for class-A. So class-AB is a compromise between 

linearity and efficiency. Many base station-PA designers use class-A amplifiers as a 

starting point, and apply harmonic control techniques to improve the efficiency by 

changing the bias network and moving to class-AB. 

 

The operation point in a class-B amplifier has to be selected at the threshold voltage to 

achieve high power efficiency. However, due to the fact that the conduction angle is 

half that of class-A, the linear characteristics drastically decrease. The ideal maximum 

drain efficiency of a class-B amplifier is 78.5%. Practically, high-power class-B 

amplifiers can achieve a drain efficiency of 60%. We can easily see that a class-B PA 

dissipates less power than a class A PA.  
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 Figure 2.1: Operation classes. Green lines shows the conducting period in a (a) class A 
(b) class B (c) class AB (d) class C amplifier 

 

Class-C amplifiers are high-efficiency amplifiers, with an ideal efficiency of 100%. 

However, there are several problems for class-C implementation. The first drawback of 

this amplifier is the efficiency comes at the expense of the power gain. In fact, in the 

classic definition of a class-C amplifier, the output power approaches zero, as the 

efficiency approaches to 100%. The second drawback is that the amplifier is highly 

nonlinear, so it can be used only in applications that can tolerate a high degree of 
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nonlinearity, or it has to be used with linearization techniques. There are also a number 

of very high efficiency non-linear amplifier classes with reduced conduction angle such 

as D, E, and F [2-4].  

 

Table 2.1: Efficiency and linearity for different PA classes of operation 

 
 

2.4 EFFICIENCY VERSUS LINEARITY 

One of the most critical issues in designing a PA for a wireless system is power 

efficiency. PAs are the most power consuming devices in a RF system, using up to 70% 

of the total power delivered to the RF transmitter [5]. A high-efficient PA reduces the 

waste of power dissipated as heat, lessening the need for cooling requirements, and 

offers a longer battery life. The most common efficiency criteria in PA designs are: 

Class of 
operation

Maximum 
efficiency  

Linearity Operation mode 

A 50% Good transconductor 

 

B 78.5% Moderate transconductor 

 

AB 50%<η<78.5% Moderate but better than  
class B 

transconductor 

 

C 100% Poor Switch 

D 100% Poor Switch 

E 100% Poor Switch 

F 100% Poor Switch 
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drain efficiency and power added efficiency. Drain efficiency is the ratio of the RF-

output power to the dc input power.  

 

 (2.1)

 

However, power-added efficiency (PAE), taking the power of the input signal into 

account, can be expressed by: 

 

 (2.2)

 

PAE is generally used for analysing PA performance in the case of low gain. This 

parameter is particularly important from the point of view of power-consumption and 

power dissipation and is usually quantified as a percentage. For example, for a class-A 

amplifier the transistor conducts during the whole wave period with an efficiency of 

50%. It means that more than 50% of the energy dissipates as heat. It is not an 

acceptable condition for many telecommunication applications due to heat sink 

requirements and battery lifetime issues. 

 

The other significant issue with PAs in modern communication systems is nonlinearity 

[1], [6-8]. The major part of RF transmitters’ nonlinear distortion is due to the nonlinear 

performance of the PAs. A linear PA has a constant gain over the system bandwidth and 

it does not show any phase deviation. Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) show typical amplifier gain 

and phase characteristics, respectively. In general, by reaching a relatively high output 
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power level the amplifier gain decreases gradually, as the PA approaches the saturation 

region. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.2: (a) AM/AM, (b) AM/PM characteristics (continued on next page) 
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(c) 

Figure 2.2: (a) AM/AM, (b) AM/PM characteristics and (c) 1-dB compression point 
 

One parameter used to quantify linearity is the 1 dB compression point. It is defined as 

the point where the real gain of the PA decreases by 1 dB from its extrapolated linear 

value (shown in Figure 2.2 (c)). Actually, this is the point at which the gain is 1 dB 

compressed. The third-order Intercept Point (IP3) of a PA also gives a measure of PA 

nonlinearity. It is the point that the linear extension of the third order component of the 

output signal meets the linear extension of the output signal in fundamental frequency. 

This measure plays a major role in the analysis of device performance as the higher the 

IP3, the lower is the distortion at high power levels. 
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Figure 2.3: IP3 definition 
 

Most spectrally efficient wireless systems use multilevel modulation schemes in which 

their envelope fluctuates over the bandwidth. These phenomena result in a high PAPR. 

Generally the efficiency of the PA has been measured for one level of the output signal, 

defining in other words instantaneous efficiency, which is higher at the peak of the 

output power in reality. Therefore, time-varying amplitudes signals produce time-

varying efficiencies. The need to avoid nonlinear effects in amplification requires the 

transmission of signals whose peak amplitudes are well below the maximum output of 

the amplifier, which degrades the average efficiency [8]. Nevertheless, the PA 

efficiency not only depends on the input or output back-off level, but also depends on 

the power transistor operation class.  

 

2.5 DISTORTION IN POWER AMPLIFIERS 

An ideal PA has a linear transfer characteristic as the output signal is scalar multiple of 

the input signal as follows: 
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.  (2.3)

 

where  and  are the output and input voltage of the PA respectively and  is the 

linear gain. In this case there is not any new in-band or out-of-band frequency 

component in the output spectrum. However, when we talk about linear transfer 

function in (2.4) instead of linear gain there is a linear distortion in the system. It 

happens once the gain is not equal to the magnitude of the transfer function and there is 

a phase shift in the system due to the phase of the linear transfer function. 

 

| |  (2.4)

 

In reality, PAs are nonlinear systems. Nonlinear behaviour of these devices can be 

modelled by different techniques such as power series as follows [8]: 

 

 (2.5)

where  are the voltage gain coefficients and  and  are the input and 

output voltage signal respectively. Assuming the bandpass input signal to the PA as 

follows: 

 

 (2.6)

 

where   is the input complex envelope signal to the PA,  is the fundamental 

frequency and  and  are the time-varying amplitude and phase of g  
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respectively. The output complex envelope, , for a bandpass memoryless 

nonlinearity is modelled by n-order power series as follows:  

 

| |  
(2.7)

 

where the coefficients 2 1 are real for memoryless nonlinearity. By replacing  in 

equation (2.7) the transfer characteristic function of a PA is: 

 

 
(2.8)

 

In the other word the output signal of the PA is:  

 

| |  (2.9)

 

This can be rewritten as:  

 

| |cos  (2.10)

 

where | | is the AM/AM transfer function and  is the AM/PM transfer 

function of the PA, contributing to gain and phase distortion at high levels of input 

power [9]. To evaluate the nonlinear behaviour of PAs some common measurement 

such as single tone and two tone tests can be performed, as described in the following 

section. 
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2.5.1 Single-tone and two-tone signal  

The measurement setup for single-tone test is shown in Figure 2.4. The PA was a 10 W  

class-A/B device with a gain of 22 dB, operating at 3.5 GHz with the IC transistor 

MRF7S38010HR3 by Freescale which is an N-channel enhancement mode lateral 

MOSFET device. A wideband pre-amplifier was used to drive the main PA by 

providing a sufficient level of input power.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Single-tone measurement setup 
 

The nonlinear characteristic functions of the fabricated PA extracted from the single-

tone test, both AM/AM and AM/PM, are depicted in Figure 2.5(a) and (b) respectively.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.5: PA transfer functions; (a) AM/AM and (b) AM/PM 
 

The bandpass output signal will have new frequency components located at the 

harmonic frequencies (2 , 3 , 4 , ….) of the input signal.  
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Since the analysis of multi-tone spectra is complicated it is common to limit the analysis 

to two-tone input signals for PA nonlinearity characterization. The block diagram of the 

measurement setup for two-tone testing is shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

1f

+Δ1f f

 

Figure 2.6: Two-tone test setup 
 

Assuming the input tones which are fed to the transmitter have amplitudes of A and are 

separated by Δf : 

 

cos 2
∆
2 cos 2

∆
2  (2.11)

 

 is considered to be zero for simplicity. If the transfer function of the PA is 

modelled by a power series thus the output voltage of PA can be written as: 
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 (2.12)

 

By replacing (2.11) in (2.12) and considering only the first three terms for simplicity, 

the output signal is given by: 

 

  

9
4 cos 9

4 cos   

2 cos 2 2 cos 2  
 

cos cos   

4 cos 3 4 cos 3  
 

3
4 cos 2 cos 2  

 

3
4 cos 2 cos 2  (2.13)

 

where  2 ∆  and  2 ∆ . 

The frequency components are divided in two groups. The first group contributes to in-

band distortion and the second one introduces out-of-band distortion. In-band distortion 

happens at  and  while out-of-band frequencies are 2 , 2 , 3 and 3  

(Harmonic Distortion) as well as ( ), ( ), 2 , 2

, 2  and 2  (Intermodulation Distortion (IMD)) [8]. Moreover, 

in-band distortion which occurs within the signal bandwidth is due to specific nonlinear 

combinations. The output spectrum for the two-tone test is illustrated in Figure 2.7 for 

more clarification. 
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       (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.7: PA output frequency products (a) spectrum (b) Zoomed spectrum 
 

As can be seen in Figure 2.7 (a) the harmonics can be filtered easily while the first set of 

intermodulation distortion components are so close to the fundamental tones that they 

cause a critical problem in the amplification process. The main reason for using 

linearizers is to minimize these unwanted frequency components close to the 

fundamentals which cannot be removed by simply filtering. There are different 

measures for characterizing the level of the IMDs presented in the output power 
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spectrum of a PA [1] such as third-order intercept point (IP3), explained previously, and 

carrier to intermodulation ratio (C/I). The IMD3 ratio is defined as the ratio of the 

power of the 3rd order intermodulation component to the power of one of the 

fundamental tones. For mild nonlinear behaviour, the C/I is obtained from the IP3 value 

as mentioned in the PA specifications [10]: 

 

3 2  (2.14)

 

Since the third order intermodulation products have the greatest unwanted effect on the 

fundamental terms, for simplicity the higher orders of IMD products are mostly 

disregarded. For more complex input signals, such as OFDM, the nonlinearity appears 

over a continuous band of frequencies, known as spectral regrowth. The relevant 

analysis and measurement results for the modulated input signal will be presented in 

chapter 3, 4 and 5. 

 

2.6 MEMORY EFFECT 

Most modern telecommunication systems utilize non-constant envelope signals to 

provide a high data rate and bandwidth efficient transmission [1], [8]. In these systems 

the PA nonlinear behaviour depends on both the input signal power level as well as on 

the envelope frequency. This non-constant distortion is called “memory effect” [11], 

[12] and [15]. In a memoryless system, the output signal is an instantaneous function of 

the input signal and there is no phase difference between them, whereas for PAs which 

have nonlinearity with memory effects, the output signal is a function of previous input 

values. This means that there is a delay in transient signal before the output reaches its 

steady-state value.  
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Moreover, in contrast with narrowband systems in which the transfer function depends 

on the centre frequency, in broadband multi-carrier applications the system will be 

affected by the bandwidth of the input signal which leads to a bandwidth-dependent 

nonlinear behaviour [11], [12], [15], and [18]. In order to show the frequency 

dependency of the PA transfer functions, AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics have 

been taken from single tone measurements sweeping the frequency over the 200 MHz 

of bandwidth from 3400 to 3600 MHz. The image plot of AM/AM and AM/PM 

functions is shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b), respectively. The frequency selectivity of 

the PA behaviour is evident from these Figures.  

 

 

(a) 

Figure 2.8: The frequency-dependent (a) AM/AM (continued on next page) 
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(b) 

Figure 2.8: The frequency-dependent (a) AM/AM and (b) AM/PM PA characteristics 
 

These effects are particularly important when dealing with linearization techniques, as 

IMD products generated by a PA are not constant but are functions of the amplitude and 

bandwidth of the incident signal. It should be noted that mild memory effects are not 

usually harmful to the linearity of the PA; a phase rotation of 10º to 20º or an amplitude 

change of less than 0.5 dB, as a function of modulation frequency, has no dramatic 

effect on the linearity of the device [8]. In general, PA memory effects are divided into 

electro-thermal and electrical [12], [15]. The electro-thermal memory effects are due to 

the dynamic variations of the transistor junction’s temperature as a function of the 

incident signal amplitude [16], [17]. Generally, temperature variation due to the 

dissipated power is characterised as thermal impedance which relates to the heat flow 

from the device. Because of the finite mass of the transistor, thermal impedance is not 
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resistive and can be modelled as a distributed lowpass filter with a large time constant 

as shown in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9: Heat flow from the device [8] 
 

This means a continuous frequency-dependant phase shift due to the temperature 

variations exists. If the parameters of the transistor are influenced by this, thermal 

memory effects are unavoidable. The electrical memory effect, generally, is caused by 

the terminal impedance variation over the bandwidth of the input signal around the 

central, harmonics and envelope frequencies [8], [11], and [15]. Since the impedance at 

fundamental and second harmonic shows little variation over the modulation frequency 

range corresponding effects can be neglected. In contrast, as is shown in Figure 2.10 the 

major part of the electrical memory is introduced by envelope impedance variations. To 

avoid the memory effect the input impedance variations must be very low over this 

region. In summary, most of the memory effect is caused by the bias network as this 

needs a large time constant. 
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Figure 2.10: The gate impedance of a MESFET over frequencies 
 

2.6.1 Quantifying the memory effect 

Previous studies have shown that the electro-thermal memory effects are more 

significant for envelope frequencies below 1 MHz as the mass of the active device is not 

able to vary its temperature fast enough to keep up with high envelope frequency. With 

broadband signals the electrical memory effects play the major role [13], [15]. In 

contrast, with IMD components, the output power variation as a function of the input 

signal over the fundamental frequency is less than 0.5 dB. Thus, IMD components are 

more sensitive to these effects and most research quantifies the memory effect as IMD 

variations over the envelope frequency [8], [11], [12], [18] and [19]. In other words, 

memory effects can be related to the IMD component variations as well as to non-

constant AM/AM and AM/PM distortions over the frequency bandwidth [19]. Indeed, 

in applications using non-constant modulation scheme, variation of envelope frequency 

results in a great variation in bias network impedance which itself leads to nonlinear 

fluctuations in IMD components. To overcome this dependency, the bias network 

impedance should be zero (short circuit) at envelope frequency and infinite (open 

circuit) at RF. This is difficult to achieve in wideband envelope frequency applications 

[20]. In order to bias an active device in a specific operation class a constant current and 
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voltage should be applied to the gate-source; but in non-constant envelope frequency 

applications every single change in DC power supply leads to variation in gate and 

drain port voltages. These effects can be considered as a cascade of two nonlinearities 

as shown in Figure 2.11 [20]. In this Figure, H block shows the gate nonlinear response 

to the input voltage and F block represents the nonlinear response of the drain to the 

gate voltage. F , H , F ,H and F ,H  are the fundamental, second and third components 

in frequency band. According to the block diagram, the following equations can be 

written: 

 

, 
(2.15)

. (2.16)

 

 

Figure 2.11: Block diagram of cascade of two nonlinearities [20] 
 

From 2.16, it can be seen that in such circuits in addition to the nonlinearity due to the 

active device, the input voltage is nonlinear as well [20].  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.12: (a) lower and upper 3rd order IMD versus input power (b) lower and upper 

3rd order IMD versus tone-spacing 
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To demonstrate the existence of memory effects in the fabricated PA a two tone 

measurement has been performed. Variations of lower and upper third-order IMD 

components versus frequency and input power level confirm the existence of the 

memory effects.  

 

As an additional demonstration, results are shown in terms of both tone spacing from 10 

to 20000 kHz and input RF power from -30 dBm to -5 dBm in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. 

Unlike the fundamental terms, the measured IMD3 difference between upper and lower 

term ranges from -4 to 8.5 dB. The measured IMD5 difference between upper and lower 

term ranges from -2 to 2 dB. It can be seen that the amount of the asymmetry for several 

tone spacing and input power levels is quite variable, which is due to the significant 

memory effect. Comprehensive studies of sources of the asymmetry in lower and upper 

IMD products have been performed [21], [22]. They show the origins of this 

phenomena under small-signal and large signal two-tone tests. In [15] a figure of merit 

called Memory Effect Intensity (MEI) is proposed for measuring the memory effect in 

the case of exciting the PA by a modulated WCDMA signal. It was stated this method is 

more accurate than using a two-tone signal.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.13: (a) Upper 3rd order IMD (b) Lower 3rd order IMD variations with tone 

spacing and RF power 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.14: (a) Upper 5th order IMD and (b) Lower 5th order IMD variations with tone 

spacing and RF power 
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In summary, memory effects can be considered as the dependency of the PA on past 

events. Carrier frequency as well as envelope frequency and self-heating of the PA play 

major roles in causing the memory. Some memory effects exhibit themselves by 

producing asymmetric IMD components. This asymmetry could be due to (1) a delay 

between amplitude and phase modulation of PA bias voltage due to the bias network 

impedance at envelope frequency or (2) the fact that the AM and PM modulation do not 

happen in synchronism.  

 

2.7 POWER AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY-DEPENDANT 

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

To evaluate the dependency of PA transfer functions AM/AM and AM/PM on the 

envelope frequency a simple two-tone test signal can be applied. Since the digital PD 

and OFDM system is supposed to be implemented at baseband frequency, we need to 

develop a discrete-time complex baseband PA model. Generally, the baseband 

modulated signal is fed to the digital to analogue converter (DAC) and IF/RF up-

conversion as shown in the block diagram of Figure 2.15 (a). In order to represent the 

PA at baseband, the discrete time signal v[n] is considered as an oversampled version of 

the continuous-time signal S[t] [23].   

 

Assuming the input bandpass signal to the PA as follows:  

 

{ } ( )cj t
cv(t) Re g(t) e r(t) cos t (t)ω= = ω + θ  (2.17)
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Where g(t) is the complex envelope signal to the SSPA,  is the carrier centre 

frequency and r(t) and θ(t) are the time-varying amplitude and phase of g(t), 

respectively. 

 

[ ]S t [ ]v t

 
 

(a) 
 

[ ]V n

 

(b) 

Figure 2.15: (a) General RF transmitter and (b) baseband equivalent model 

 

Accordingly, the equivalent baseband PA model for a bandpass memoryless 

nonlinearity can be described by polynomials as follows: 

  

Where 

Here  are complex coefficients. By rewriting (2.19) using (2.17), the odd-order 

complex power series is defined as: 

 (2.18)

| |  

 

(2.19)
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In other words: 

 

In which | | and  are equivalent to AM/AM and AM/PM distortion 

respectively. By performing the two-tone test and using the complex envelope f(t), the 

PA transfer functions AM/AM and AM/PM can be derived. For this purpose a two 

single tone signal with magnitude of A/2 and phase of , with tone spacing equal to , 

is considered as: 

 

/2 cos cos  (2.22)

 

This can be simplified as follows: 

 

cos  . cos  (2.23)

 

Observing the input signal envelope, it is found out the amplitude of input complex 

envelope signal, r(t), is cos . Thus, the output complex envelope f(t) can then be 

concluded as follows [19], [24]: 

 

    
(2.24)

 (2.20)

| |cos  (2.21)
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  2 1  (2.25)

 

where 

 

1
4

2 1
 (2.26)

 

From equation (2.25), it is obvious that the transfer functions of PA depend on tone 

spacing, ωm, for two-tone signals [19]. To derive the frequency dependent coefficient 

  two-tone measurements for different values of tone-spacing and input amplitude 

can be performed [19]. Thus, the frequency-dependent complex power series 

considering memory effects can be described as: 

 

, …     

 

(2.27)

                         
 

(2.28)

 

Accordingly, the amplified signal at the out of PA considering memory effects is: 

 

| , | cos ∠ ,  (2.29)

 

The goal is representing a black-box model addressing the memory effect and 

nonlinearity of PA by which the frequency-dependent complex polynomial in equation 

(2.28) can be realized.  
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CHAPTER 3                                                

OFDM SYSTEMS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the digital modulations used in current and planned-future mobile 

communication systems are non-constant signal envelope modulations. These are used 

for their ability to increase the data transmission speed and/or to achieve better 

resistivity against multipath problem. Generally each advantage has to be paid by some 

disadvantages. In the case of non-constant envelope modulations, this drawback lies in 

large signal envelope fluctuations. In other words, the maximal signal power (or 

amplitude) is large compared to the mean signal power. Thus, if the PA is driven with 

such a signal, it either exhibits significant undesirable nonlinearity, typical for the high-

efficiency region, or has to work in the linear region, far from the optimal efficiency. In 

this chapter the basics of the OFDM system, one of the most commonly used 

modulation schemes in wireless communications, is studied. Furthermore, some 

measures to evaluate the effects of nonlinearity operation of PA due to OFDM 

modulated signals are stated.  

 

3.2 OFDM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION  

OFDM can be thought of as a combination of modulation and multiple access schemes 

which allows users to share a communication channel. Compared to Time Division 

Multiple Access (TDMA), which segments the channel according to time, and Code 

Division Multiple Access (CDMA), which segments the channel according to spreading 

codes, OFDM shares out the channel according to frequency. For this type of technique, 
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the frequency spectrum is divided into a number of equally spaced signals. Every signal 

travels within its own unique frequency range modulated by the data such as text, voice, 

video, etc. It could be thought as a form of Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

with the capability that the spectrum of each signal can overlap with others. In fact the 

signals can be arranged to be orthogonal to each other as shown in Figure 3.1. By 

allowing each to overlap with others the overall amount of required spectrum will be 

reduced [1]. The North American implementation of the 802.11a standard also specifies 

channel spacing of 20 MHz, and guard band spacing of 30 MHz at the band edge to 

meet the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and Industry Canada (IC) spectral 

mask requirement. 

 

Figure 3.1: Frequency band of an OFDM signal [2] 

 

The typical block diagram of OFDM transceiver is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Basically, 

the input data is mapped on every carrier (or individual signal) by adjusting its phase, 

amplitude or both. Generally, the mapped data is M-QAM modulated (QPSK, 16-QAM, 

64-QAM, etc.). Next, the data stream is split into N parallel streams each at the rate of 

1/N of the original rate. Each parallel stream is then mapped to a unique carrier. The 

time domain waveform is obtained by applying the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 

(IFFT) to the signals. For example, if a 100-carrier system were used, a single data 

stream with a rate of 1 Mbps would be converted into 100 streams of 10 kbps. By 
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creating slower parallel data streams, the bandwidth of the modulation symbol is 

effectively decreased by a factor of 100, or equivalently, the duration of the modulation 

symbol is increased by a factor of 100. Proper selection of system parameters, such as 

number of carriers and carrier spacing, can greatly reduce or even eliminate ISI, since 

typical multipath delay spread represents a much smaller proportion of the lengthened 

symbol time. In the other word, the coherence bandwidth of the channel can be much 

smaller since the symbol bandwidth has been reduced.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Transceiver block diagram of OFDM system 

 

Now, assume the frequency in subcarrier k as:  

 

 (3.1)

 

where  is the symbol duration on subcarrier k. The relationship between OFDM 

symbol time  and original symbol time  is simply:   

 (3.2)
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where N is the total number of subcarriers. If the bandwidth is limited to the point of 

first zero crossing of sinc functions of two extreme subcarriers, then the bandwidth 

occupied by an OFDM system can be expressed as in following:  

 

1 2 1
 

 

(3.3)

Assuming  denotes the ith transmit symbol at the kth subcarrier, the continuous 

time-domain OFDM signals can be expressed as: 

 

 (3.4)

 

The discrete-time OFDM symbol can be obtained if the time-domain baseband OFDM 

signal in (3.3) is sampled at the rate: 

 

  (3.5)

 

with   and    as mentioned in (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Thus, discrete-time OFDM 

symbols can be written as follows:  

 

      0,1, … , 1  (3.6)

 

From equation (3.6), it can be seen that successive blocks of N samples  can be 

obtained by the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) algorithm applied to blocks 
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of N symbols of   . In fact, for practical implementations of OFDM, the main parts 

of modulator and demodulator operation are realized using the IFFT/IDFT and 

FFT/DFT respectively. 

 

The OFDM idea can be exploited for reduction of sensitivity in multipath 

propagation, since the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) caused by multipath can 

be eliminated using a guard time greater than the effective delay spread. The 

guard time is a zero-level signal added to OFDM symbol. While the guard 

interval can reduce inter-symbol interference, it cannot reduce the Inter Carrier 

Interference (ICI). The solution is the so-called cyclic prefix. It consists of 

cyclic repetition of the ending part of OFDM symbol added before the OFDM 

symbol. The output signal of the transmitting channel is the cyclic convolution 

of channel impulse response and OFDM signal [1], [3]. 

 

For analytical treatment of OFDM signal we need to know its statistical model. 

With a sufficiently large number of OFDM subcarriers, N, the OFDM signal 

can be approximated like a complex Gaussian process [3], [4]. This follows 

from the central limit theorem, which states that if Z is a random process made 

by the sum of N mutually independent random variables which are distributed 

identically, thus Z has normal distribution. Additionally, the modulus of this 

complex Gaussian process follows the Rayleigh distribution. Due to this fact, 

the magnitude of the OFDM signal is a Rayleigh distributed variable which is 

fluctuating in time while its phase has uniform distribution [3], [4].  
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In other words, OFDM signals have a high peak to average power ratio 

(PAPR). As shown analytically in [5], the maximal theoretical PAPR of 

OFDM signal z(t) sampled with N subcarriers is: 

 

| |
| | 10 log  (3.7)

 

This result is quite pessimistic and most of the time the practical value of 

PAPR is much smaller. The probability that the PAPR is below some threshold 

r can be written as in [3]: 

 

1 exp  (3.8)

 

This equation gives the cumulative distribution function (CDF) which 

describes the signal statistically. Since the high PAPR of an OFDM signal 

makes this scheme sensitive to nonlinear distortion, it is necessary to quantify 

the envelope fluctuations of the signal to determine the level of input power 

back-off (IBO). PA working in this IBO level should meet the spectral mask 

defined by different standards (e. g WLAN802.11a mask definition). Since 

large PAPR happens only infrequently, it is possible to remove the peaks at the 

cost of a slight amount of self-interference. Clipping is one example of a PAPR 

reduction technique creating self-interference [3]. Generally, the PAPR 

reduction methods for OFDM systems can be divided into two groups; namely, 

methods introducing signal distortion such as clipping and distortionless 

methods such as tone reservation or tone injection.  
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3.3 THE INFLUENCE OF PA NONLINEARITY ON MODULATED 

SIGNALS 

Intensive studies have been carried out on the effects of nonlinearity on the performance 

of OFDM modulated signals [6], [7], [8] and [9]. The nonlinearities have undesirable 

effects on both the signal spectrum (they introduce spectral regrowth) and the 

constellation diagram ('cloud' character of distorted points). In case of a constant 

envelope signal presented at the PA's input, the signal at the output will be amplified 

with the gain corresponding to the working point of PA. Furthermore, the output will 

exhibit a constant phase shift caused by the AM/PM characteristic. This phase rotation 

can be easily identified and removed in the receiver.  

 

In contrast, if there is a signal with non-constant envelope at the PA's input, each of its 

samples will be amplified with different gain. Moreover, the created phase shift will 

differ according to amplitude of the input signal. As a consequence, the PA output 

signal will suffer from significant nonlinear distortion. From the usual form of AM/AM 

curve, we can expect that the level of this distortion to rise when the working point of 

the PA approaches saturation. In general, the main effects of nonlinearities on the 

constellation diagram are: cloud-like character, attenuation and rotation, warping and 

origin offset. 
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Figure 3.3: Effects of the nonlinear PA to the constellation diagram: (a) Original 

constellation, (b) Attenuation and rotation, (c) Cloud-like shaping,  

(d) Warping and (e) Origin offset. 

 

3.4 MEASURES TO EVALUATE THE NONLINEARITY WITH 

OFDM MODULATED SIGNALS 

Generally, the effects of PA nonlinearity on OFDM system performance can be 

evaluated in term of adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR), error vector magnitude 

(EVM) and bit error rate (BER) degradation in channel [4-9]. To investigate these 

effects, a WLAN802.11a transmitter (utilizing OFDM modulation), constructed in the 

Advanced Design System (ADS) simulator is considered. Later in chapter 6, these 

effects are measured using a fabricated PA. A large-signal nonlinear transistor model 

(Figure 3.4) is used to simulate the PA and the complete PA design (Figure 3.5) is 

applied to a WLAN802.11a transmitter to illustrate the imperfection effects.  
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Figure 3.4: Large-signal model of MET LDMOS [10] 

 

According to IEEE 802.11a, an OFDM burst contains four distinct regions [11], as 

shown in Figure 3.7. The short initial training sequence is followed by a further training 

sequence, a pilot signal, and then data. The pilot signal is coded in BPSK while the data 

are coded with 64-QAM modulation. Between each burst section guard intervals (GI) 

are inserted. Following OFDM modulation, the framed up-converted WLAN signal is 

routed through a PA and sent to the transmitter radiator. 
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Figure 3.5: PA circuit design. 
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Figure 3.6: WLAN transmitter model 
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(a)  

 

      (b) 

Figure 3.7: IEEE 802.11a signal; (a) Measured OFDM signal, (b) Frame structure 

 

Complementary CDF (CCDF) is a measure used to explain the statistical 

distribution of the signal PAR. It shows how much time the signal spends at or 

above the specific power level. In the other word, it includes the probability 

(starting from 100%) of the signal’s peak value in dB. Figure 3.8 shows the 

CCDF for the WLAN802.11a with 64-QAM modulated signal and the data rate 

of 54 Mbps along with a reference signal. The reference signal has a Gaussian 

distribution. The results imply that the probability of the signals being 5 dB 

above the average is 10 percent. Moreover, for the amplified signal (without 

IBO) the PAR is 7 dB for 1 percent of the time.  
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         Figure 3.8: CCDF 

 

3.4.1 Adjacent Channel Power Ratio  

In an OFDM transmitter the signal through the PA is characterized by complex 

frequency spectra. While the nonlinearity appears over the frequency band is referred as 

spectral regrowth. This effect can be seen in Figure 3.9 in which the frequency spectrum 

of incident modulated signal to the PA and output signal are illustrated. This spectral 

regrowth can be quantified using the so-called adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). In 

general, ACPR is defined as the ratio between power transmitted to the main channel to 

the power transmitted to adjacent channels, either in the left or the right side. ACPR is 

usually expressed in decibels, for example, a definition of ACPR for both adjacent 

channels is: 

 

10 log  (3.9)
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where f denotes frequency and  is the signal power spectrum. Moreover, the 

alternate ACPR can be defined as the ratio between the power in an alternate channel 

and the power in the main channel, where the alternate channel is the channel next to 

the adjacent channel.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: Spectral regrowth due to the PA nonlinearity PA;  

(a) Output signal and (b) Input signal. 

 

The IEEE 802.11a standard defines a spectrum mask and output power level of the 

transmitter for three different bands as a metric for passing or failing a signal [11]. The 

output RF spectrum with mask measurement is depicted in Figure 3.10. This provides 

information about the distribution of the transmitter’s channel spectral energy due to the 

modulation. The mask shown in red is the prescribed level. The test is passed if the RF 

spectrum does not exceed the limits defined by the mask (Figure 3.10 (a)) and failed if 

energy is present above the mask limits (Figure 3.10 (b)). 
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   (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.10: Output RF spectrum from simulation results; (a) Passed, (b) Failed tests 
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3.4.2  Error Vector Magnitude 

The error vector magnitude (EVM) evaluates the effects of imperfections in 

communication systems on the constellation diagram. The concept of the EVM is 

shown in Figure 3.11, in which ( , ) and ( , ) are ideal and distorted constellation 

points, respectively. As has been described in [5] and [12], the main effects of 

nonlinearities on constellation diagram are rotation, attenuation, translation (offset), 

warping and cloud-like shape of constellation points (shown in Figure 3.3).  

 

  

Figure 3.11: EVM concept 

 

The EVM is defined mostly in rms form as follows [13]: 

 

EVM

1
N ∑ |ε k |N

1
N  ∑ | k |N

 (3.10)

 

where N  is the number of constellation points used for the EVM calculation.  is 

the kth normalized ideal complex reference constellation point and  is given by: 
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 (3.11)

                                                   

where  is the normalized measured symbol. Since the rms value of EVM should be 

computed by averaging all the frames used in the measurement, a large number of 

transmitted frames should be used (e. g. WLAN 802.11a specifies at least 20 frames) 

[11]. In [11] the formulation of EVM for WLAN802.11a standard is specified as:  

 

 

   
∑

∑ ∑ , , , ,   , , , ,
52

 

(3.12)

 

where Lp is the length of the packet data, Nf is frame number, k denotes the subcarrier 

of OFDM symbol and P0 is the average power of the constellation. The maximal 

authorized value of EVM is different for each standard and varies from 8.5% (GSM) to 

23.5% (IS 95) depending on the modulation scheme used for the OFDM signal [11], 

[12], [15]. The table below specifies the acceptable maximum values of EVM for 

different standard data rate.  
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Table 3.1: Standard values of EVM for different data rate in WLAN802.11a standard 

Data rate  
(Mbit /sec) 

Relative 
constellation error 

(dB)
6 -5 

9 -8 

12 -10 

18 -13 

24 -16 

36 -19 

48 -22 

54 -25 
 

The simulation setup to measure the EVM and constellation points for WLAN signals is 

illustrated in Figure 3.12. A WLAN signal at 54 Mbit/sec is generated and amplified by 

a PA working at 8 dB IBO level and sent through both an AWGN and a fading channel. 

The cloud-like shape of constellation points as a result of PA nonlinearity effect is 

illustrated in Figure 3.13 for a 64-QAM OFDM modulated signal in AWGN channel 

and in Figure 3.14 in the case of a fading channel with Rayleigh distribution. 
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Figure 3.12: Simulation setup for EVM measurement 
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Figure 3.13: Constellation diagram of 64-QAM OFDM  
signal in AWGN channel 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Constellation diagram of 64-QAM OFDM signal in an  
Rayleigh fading channel 
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For EVM simulation, if the power level of the input signal is well below the 1 dB 

compression point of the PA (IBO), a small amount of AM/AM and AM/PM distortion 

will occur and the lower value for EVM is expected. As it is shown in Figure 3.15, once 

the input power level approaches the nonlinear region of the PA, significant distortion 

occurs and the EVM increases dramatically.  

 

 

          Figure 3.15: Error Vector Magnitude versus input RF power 

 

3.4.3 Error Probability of Modelled Transceiver 

Bit error rate (BER) is a commonly used performance metric which shows a direct 

effect of channel noise. Considering a total number of M symbols in an OFDM signal 

and N subcarriers, the complex baseband samples of one OFDM symbol can be 

expressed as: 
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1
  /  , 0,1,2, … , 1 (3.13)

 

where n is the discrete time index and  is the complex data symbol in the kth 

subcarrier. Moreover, the transfer function of a PA modelled by a 3rd order polynomial 

can be written as: 

 
  | |  (3.14)

 

Assuming an AWGN channel, the received symbol at the kth subcarrier is: 

 

̂      (3.15)

 

where ̂  is the received symbol at kth subcarrier and  is the AWGN noise with 

variance  . As expressed in [4] and [9], the received symbol can be written as follows: 

 

 

̂   | |
,

| |   

        

(3.16)

 

Observing the first term, it is clear that the phase shift of the received signal with 

respect to the original signal depends on the polynomial coefficients as well as on the 

OFDM symbol power. The second term is known as nonlinear distortion in the 

frequency domain. Thus: 
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̂    (3.17)

 

where  is the complex phase shift given as follows: 

 

  | |  (3.18)

 

And nonlinear noise component is given by: 

 

,

    | |  (3.19)

 

The nonlinear noise component,  , depends on the average transmitted power which 

itself can be varied by the IBO. Thus, it can be concluded the signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) is related to the PA nonlinear behaviour as well as the PA IBO level. A general 

explanation for bit error rate in presence of PA nonlinearity with memory effects in both 

AWGN and Rayleigh fading channel are explained in [9], [16]. The analytical BER 

formulation for M-array QAM in AWGN and Rayleigh channels are respectively given 

by: 

 

 

2 1
log  

6     . log
1  (3.20)

1
log 1

3 / . log / 1
3    / . log / 1 1  (3.21)
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·  is defined as the Gaussian co-error function as [17], [18]: 

 

1
√2

      (3.22)

 

The signal energy per bit  can be expressed as follows [16]: 

 

/ log  (3.23)

 

Thus, the equations (3.20) and (3.21) can be written versus SNR of the incident signal 

which means BER is affected by IBO power level of the PA.  Furthermore, BER is 

closely related to the undesirable deformation of the constellation points (caused for 

example by the PA nonlinearity) and thus to the value of the EVM [19], [20]. 

Considering Gaussian noise, the rms value for EVM can be derived as:  

 

1 ∑ , ,

/

 (3.24)

 

where  is the power of the normalized ideal constellation and ,  and ,  are in-

phase and quadratic components of noise, respectively. When the number of the 

symbols is much greater than the number of the constellation points the equation above 

can be written as [21], [22]: 

 

1
 

/

 (3.25)
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From equations (3.20) and (3.25) the relation between BER and EVM can be written as 

follows: 

 

 

For further investigations, the simulation setup illustrated in Figure 3.16 is used to study 

the performance of nonlinear transmitter in AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. 

2 1
log  

6
1

 (3.26)
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Figure 3.16: Simulation setup to investigate BER performance in Rayleigh fading 

multipath channels 
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              (a) 

 

                 (b) 

Figure 3.17: OFDM modulated signal BER performance from simulation in (a) 

AWGN channel (b) Rayleigh Fading channel for different IBO levels 
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The designed PA using the nonlinear MET model is applied in a WLAN transmitter 

considering two different channel models. The result from simulation in presence of the 

PA is depicted in 3.17. It can be seen that the IBO level for a PA plays a significant role 

on BER performance of the OFDM transceiver. Thus, in designing the OFDM 

transmitter either an acceptable IBO level must be considered or a compensator, such as 

a predistorter, must be used to give acceptable detection at the receiver. 
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CHAPTER 4                                          

POWER AMPLIFIER MODELLING 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

For linear time invariant (LTI) devices, frequency response is a sufficient 

representation: changing the input statistics will not change the frequency response of 

the system. However, a nonlinear device may exhibit a different frequency response 

when measured with different input signals. For example, white noise excitation may 

yield a different frequency response from that of single tone excitation. For this reason, 

an input-independent representation is desired. In the other word, a modelling process 

of a device is needed to formulate the mathematical equations of a real system.  

 

There are different methods to model a PA; namely: physics-based, circuit-based and 

black-box-based approaches [1]. In the first approach the model is constructed using 

electromagnetic equations according to the device physics. The drawback is that all the 

information is not always available. The second method is based on the electrical circuit 

elements and circuit laws. However, for complex systems and signals a large amount of 

computations is needed. The most effective technique is to model the PA with a black-

box or behavioural approach. This method relates the input and output of the PA 

without physical or circuit analysis.  

 

4.2 BEHAVIOURAL MODELLING  

Behavioural or systematic modelling can offer a compact representation of the PA 

characteristics using a relatively small set of parameters. The PA can be modelled using 
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a circuit diagram with values of the components as the model parameters. On the other 

hand, it can be modelled using a parameterized black-box. In any case, the goal in mind 

is to offer an accurate model for the PA [2-5]. Behavioural models depending on the 

existence of memory are categorized as one of three systems: 

 

1. Memoryless nonlinear system 

2. Quasi-memoryless nonlinear system 

3. Nonlinear system with memory 

 

The first type is defined by an AM/AM conversion function while a quasi-memoryless 

nonlinear system is determined by AM/AM and AM/PM functions. In the final case of a 

nonlinear system with memory, the response of the system depends on the envelope of 

input signal as well as its frequency. Table (4.1) summarizes the behavioural modelling 

of PA according to this categorisation:  

 

Table 4.1: PA behavioural modelling with or without memory effects. 

System type 
PA characteristic 

functions 
Modelling method Type of memory 

Memoryless 
system 

AM/AM Polynomials _ 

Quasi-memoryless 
system 

AM/AM & AM/PM
Complex 

polynomials 
Short term memory 

effects 

System with 
memory 

Frequency 
dependent AM/AM 

& AM/PM 

Volterra and 
Wiener approaches 

Long term memory 
effects 
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4.2.1 Saleh's Model and Simple Analytical SSPA Model  

Saleh's functions (originally for TWT amplifiers) are probably the most commonly used 

AM/AM and AM/PM approximation functions [6]. They can be written either in polar 

or in Cartesian form. The polar form corresponds directly to AM/AM and AM/PM 

characterization and can be expressed as: 

 

| |
| |

1 | |  (4.1)

 

| |
| |

1 | |  (4.2)

 

where , , ,  are constant parameters chosen to approximate the real PA 

characteristics. Another type of function used for SSPAs [7], [8] is defined as:  

 

| |
| |

1 | |
, | | 0 

(4.3)

 

where   is chosen to fit the measured data.  

 

4.2.2 Ghorbani Model 

 This model has been presented for SSPAs and defines the gain and phase functions as 

follows [9], [10]: 
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1

| | (4.4)

 

 
1

| | (4.5)

 

where ,  , ,  ,  ,  , ,  are the nonlinearity parameters, with standard 

value as given in Table (4.2).  

 

Table 4.2: Ghorbani model parameters 

Gain 

parameters 

               

8.1081 1.5413 6.5202 -0.0718 

Phase 

parameters 

              

4.6645 2.0965 10.88 -0.003 

 

4.2.3 Memoryless Polynomial Model 

In the pass-band, a strictly memoryless PA can be described as a nonlinear function that 

maps a real valued input to a real valued output. Over a closed interval for , this 

memoryless nonlinearity can be approximated by a power series; i.e.  

 

 ̃  (4.6)

 

 where  are real-valued coefficients, ̃  is the pass-band PA input, and  is the 

pass-band PA output signal. At baseband frequencies, (4.6) is given by: 
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where 

 

2 1  (4.8)

 

Here  is the PA input signal in the baseband, and  is the baseband power 

amplifier output. It can be observed that (4.7) only contains odd order terms. This is 

because the signals generated from the even order terms in (4.6) are far from the carrier 

frequency. Thus, they do not contribute to the baseband output . The second 

observation is that the  are real [11], [12]. Therefore, if the PA is strictly memoryless, 

it only introduces amplitude distortion to the input signal, giving rise to the so-called 

AM/AM conversion of the PA. 

 

4.2.4 The Volterra Model 

PAs with short-term memory effects in the pass-band can be modelled with memoryless 

baseband representations. However, as the input signal bandwidth becomes wider, such 

as in WCDMA or OFDM, the time span of the PA memory becomes comparable to the 

time variations of the input signal envelope. Thus, the memory effects of the PA in the 

pass-band can no longer be considered as short-term. In this case, the   parameters in 

Eqn. (4.8) are allowed to be complex, thus permitting a much larger class of PAs, often 

referred to as quasi-memoryless PAs, to be represented. In the pass-band, a nonlinear 

 | |

 

 (4.7)
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PA with memory can be approximated by a Volterra series, a means for describing 

nonlinear systems first used by Norbert Wiener [4], [13] [14]. It is a functional power 

series as follows: 

 

… , , … , … …  (4.9)

 

in which  is a nonlinear functional of the continuous function x(t),  is a 

constant and  (…) for p 1 are continuous functions, called the Volterra kernels. A 

Volterra series can provide a model including all possible nonlinear components. 

However, it is observed that as the memory length and the nonlinear order increases, the 

number of coefficients of the Volterra series increases exponentially. This drawback 

makes the Volterra series unattractive for systems with strong nonlinearity due to the 

difficult real-time implementation. This prompts us to consider several special cases of 

the Volterra series such as Pruned Volterra series [15], [16] and Wiener-Bose model 

[17]. Although these methods reduce the complexity of the original Volterra approach, 

they still demand that a large number of parameters be estimated. Alternatively, more 

simplified deviations of the Volterra series consisting of different combinations of linear 

time-invariant (LTI) filters and memoryless nonlinearity, such as the Hammerstein and 

Wiener models, appear in the literature [18], [19]. On the other hand, these models do 

not consider nonlinear memory effects or cross-terms.  

 

4.2.5 Wiener Model 

The Wiener system is constructed by an LTI filter followed by a memoryless 

nonlinearity as shown in Figure 4.2 [2], [5]. It is a simplified version of the 
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Volterra series expansion. The input-output transfer function of a Wiener 

system is given by:  

 

  (4.10)

 

where ·  is the memoryless nonlinear function of order P and is defined as: 

 

| |  (4.11)

 

Here  are coefficients of the odd-order polynomial describing the memoryless 

nonlinearity and  is the input signal to this block. Considering a finite impulse 

response (FIR) filter of order Q for the LTI block, its transfer characteristic function can 

be written as follows: 

 

 
(4.12)

 

where  are the LTI block coefficients. Thus the transfer function for the Wiener 

system is given as: 

 

 

 (4.13)
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The Wiener model was used by Clark et al. [20] to represent an improved modelling 

structure of a PA with memory effect which was more accurate than the memoryless 

polynomial model. 

                    

Figure 4.1: Wiener system 

 

4.2.6  Hammerstein Model 

The Hammerstein model is composed of a memoryless nonlinearity followed by an LTI 

filter block as illustrated in Figure 4.2 [2]. Assuming an FIR filter of order L for the 

linear section it can be written: 

 

 

where  is the coefficient of the LTI filter. Considering a polynomial of order P for 

memoryless nonlinear block, ·  is defined as follows: 

 

 

where  is the coefficients for the memoryless nonlinearity. Substitution of (4.15) into 

(4.14) leads to: 

 

    (4.14) 

| |  (4.15)
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Figure 4.2: Hammerstein system 

 

As has been explained in [21] ,[22] choosing an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter in 

the modelling process instead of FIR can result in a better model, but things brings the 

risk of introducing instabilities in the system. 

 

A more accurate approach can be constructed by adding single Hammerstein blocks in 

parallel as is illustrated in Figure 4.3 [23] , [24].   

 

 

Figure 4.3: Parallel Hammerstein model 

| |  (4.16)
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For L parallel branches in the system the input-output relation can be expressed as: 

 

 

where R is the memory depth of the LTI filters which are characterized by   

coefficients. 

 

4.2.7 Wiener–Hammerstein Model 

The three-black-box models (Wiener and Hammerstein) can be extended to the Wiener-

Hammerstein (W-H) model and vice versa as is shown in Figure 4.4, where an LTI filter 

followed by a memoryless nonlinearity and another LTI subsystem [25]. The 

subsystems in this model are described by: 

 

 

where s(k) is expressed as: 

 

 

, the first LTI subsystem output is defined as follows: 

 

  (4.17)

 (4.18)

| | (4.19)
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 and  are impulse response values of the LTI systems before and after the 

memoryless nonlinear block, respectively and  are used to express the memoryless 

nonlinearity. The transfer function of the total system is defined as: 

 

    

 

           

Figure 4.4: Wiener-Hammerstein system 

 

4.2.8 Memory Polynomials Model 

This method considers the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of PA [4], [18] and [26]. It 

represents the relation between input and output of the system as:   

 

   (4.22)

 

where · ’s are the nonlinear functions defined by polynomials and  are delays to 

represent the best model of the PA ( 0). The block diagram of the model is shown 

in Figure 4.5. Rewriting Equation (4.22) in term of polynomials results in: 

 (4.20)

 (4.21)
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| |   (4.23)

  

Writing  in a matrix notation gives: 

 

  (4.24)

 

where H denotes a Hermitian operator and  

 

, , … , … ,    (4.25) 

 

 , … | | , 1 , … ,

1 | 1 | , … , | |  
(4.26) 
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of a Nonlinear Moving Average (memory polynomial) 
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The cost function, which is Normalized Square Error (NSE), is minimized to estimate 

the parameters of the model as follows: 

 

| |   (4.27)

 

4.3 PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS  

There are different algorithms proposed for parameter estimation of the Wiener and 

Hammerstein systems. In [27] extended version of Kalman filter blocks have been used 

to identify the two-box models (Wiener and Hammerstein). It is a linear identification 

of the nonlinearity. In [28] also, the final design is a linear system respect to the 

modified state parameters. An iterative algorithm which applies consecutive 

decomposition of a compound mapping approach has been utilized in this work. In [29], 

Bai has introduced an optimal two-stage algorithm for approximation of the 

Hammerstein-Wiener parameters. In the first step, least-square (LS) estimation and in 

the second stage Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to extract the 

parameters. They have also used this method based on a smooth nonlinear function. The 

robustness of the identification method was verified in with and without white noise. 

Liu et al. in [30] have identified the nonlinearity applying a decomposition method. 

First the real data set has been used to identify the memoryless nonlinearity. Once the 

nonlinearity has been removed, a classic linear identification algorithm is performed to 

estimate the parameters of the remaining linear system.   

  

Moreover, various features of nonlinear memoryless model can be applied once a 

wiener or Hammerstein system is used in PA modelling. Clark in [7] proposed a 
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Wiener-based model for the PA with memory effect. The first block represents a linear 

part which is based on an ARMA filter and accounts for the memory effect.  To model 

the memoryless nonlinearity a conventional Bessel series model is used. Since the 

ARMA filter coefficients need a first guess through a frequency-domain measurement 

in the small signal regime, the identification process represented by the author is 

difficult in practice. In [31] in order to model the memoryless nonlinearity, a dynamic 

exponential weighted moving average (DEWMA) algorithm is applied to the raw 

measured signal sampled at the transmitter input and output port. Next, a linear FIR 

filter is used to simulate the memory effect.  

 

Although all these two black-box models separate memory effects from nonlinearity for 

simplicity in the parameterization process, there is still some limited accuracy in 

modelling long-term (nonlinear) memory effects as explained before [19].  

 

A more robust algorithm has been proposed in [18] and [32]. As has been discussed, the 

parallel Wiener and parallel Hammerstein models can be considered as special cases of 

the Volterra series. Also, the memory polynomial model is equivalent to the parallel 

Hammerstein. The main drawback attributed to the memory polynomial model based on 

nonlinear behaviour is numerical stability when higher order polynomials are needed. 

This is due to the matrix inversion to identify the coefficients. This drawback attributed 

to memory polynomial methods can be reduced if, instead of performing a matrix 

inversion, more robust algorithms, like the QR-decomposition is used to perform the LS 

algorithms. In [33] a spare delay tap structure is applied to memory polynomial model 

for more accurate modelling algorithm. Furthermore, applying orthogonal polynomial 
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model can effectively solve the numerical instability problem once the higher order 

terms are included [34].  

 

In [30] it has been shown that even modelling the memory effect with a linear filter is 

not sufficient in the case of the strong dynamic nonlinear behaviour of the PA. Thus the 

augmented Wiener model was developed. In order to model the memoryless 

nonlinearity a dynamic exponentially-weighted moving average algorithm is used to 

remove the dispersion of the wideband modulated signal. To represent the linear and 

nonlinear memory effects an improved algorithm for filtering was proposed. Instead of 

using a single LTI block they have proposed a weak nonlinear dynamic FIR-based 

filter.   

 

The contribution of this work is a robust algorithm to model the PA, including 

nonlinearity as well as short and long term memory effects. The first model is based on 

the Wiener system with a new accurate algorithm for parameter estimation using the 

concept of the best approximation in Hilbert space. The second algorithm is developed 

according to the improved Wiener topology in which instead of an LTI filter a weak 

nonlinearity is considered.  

 

4.4 MODELLING OF A POWER AMPLIFIER WITH MEMORY 

EFFECT  

4.4.1 Wiener Model Parameters Estimation 

A behavioural model based on the Wiener approach, with a new linear technique for 

parameter estimation is developed. The PA frequency-dependant transfer function 

according to the (2.29) can be written as follows: 
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| , | cos ∠ ,  (4.28)

 

On the other hand, the low-pass equivalent OFDM signal is given by: 

 

∆

/

/

     , ∆
2

0  (4.29)

 

where {Xk}s are QAM data symbols transmitted over each carrier, N is the number of 

sub-carriers, and T is the OFDM symbol. The transmitted data symbol is mapped on to 

a complex domain (ex. M-QAM, M-DPSK or M-FSK) which is imposed by the 

application (DAB, DVB-T, WLAN, ADSL, etc.). For wireless applications, the low-

pass signal is typically complex-valued; with up-conversion to the carrier frequency, , 

the transmitted signal can be represented in general as: 

 

          

 

(4.30)

    | | cos ∆ ∠   (4.31)

 

Observing (4.28) and (4.31), it can be found that derived frequency-dependant relation 

in (4.28) gives an accurate representation of the PA once a signal like (4.31) is applied. 

A modelling procedure based on the Wiener system to fit the frequency-dependent 

complex polynomial in (4.28) is shown in Figure 4.6.  
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 Figure 4.6: Wiener model for PA 
 

In this model, the input signal x(k) is sampled from the OFDM signal, and F(·) is 

describing the AM/AM and AM/PM responses derived from single-tone measurements. 

Indeed, identification of H(z) representing the linear memory effects needs the time 

records of x(k) and v(k) which this not possible in real transmitters. Thus, the inverse of 

an initially identified static nonlinearity is used to get the dynamic linear filter. For this 

purpose, this function is applied to the measured output signal. Consequently, the linear 

system H(z), considered as a finite impulse response (FIR) structure consisting of N unit 

delay sections, can be achieved using the following cost function: 

 

| | | |  (4.32)

 

where y(k) and ymeas(k) result from modelling and measurement, respectively, and K is 

the number of sampled data. The goal is to minimize the cost function which is the 

squared magnitude of the error between the modelled and measured signal, by adjusting 

the coefficients of H(z) in a least mean square (LMS) sense. Accordingly, y(k) can be 

defined as: 

 

 (4.33)
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where the intermediate variable is: 

 

        
 

(4.34)

 

Thus 

 

 (4.35)

 

where  has been derived from single tone measurements. The coefficients of the 

FIR filter, β, can be acquired by the adaptive LMS as follows [35]: 

 

 1, … ,  (4.36)

 

where e(k) has been defined in (4.32). The derivative of F(·) with respect to β is 

nonlinear. In order to achieve an optimal estimation, a linear approach using Hilbert 

space, based on estimating an intermediate variable, is applied. First  and F are 

modelled by power series using the process presented in [36]. Having obtained , 

 is estimated as follows: 

 

  (4.37)
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where  are the coefficients to represent the inverse function of F(·). To estimate the 

intermediate variable, it is necessary to use the following assumptions: a) the nonlinear 

function (power series) is invertible, and b) the data is noiseless. By utilising v(k), the 

unknown linear time invariant (LTI) parameter β can be acquired from the normalized 

LMS (NLMS) algorithm, now linear in terms of the unknown parameters [17]: 

 

where  is given by equation (4.37) and  is defined in (4.34).  is a normalized 

step-size that controls the stability and the convergence speed of the algorithm. When 

 is large, the LMS algorithm experiences problems due to gradient noise 

amplification. This problem is reduced by adopting the NLMS algorithm, which 

normalizes the LMS step size by , and which introduces the small positive 

number  to avoid similar problems when  becomes too small [35].  

 

The concept of the best approximation in Hilbert space according to [36] and [37] is 

utilized to approximate  by finite length polynomials. To approximate  by a power 

series, the independent sequence of vectors is assumed to be  , for which  is 

the PA input complex envelope signal.  

 

where  are the power series coefficients to describe the PA model. This can be written 

as: 

  (4.38)

 
(4.39)
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 ,      …       ,
,      …      ,

                        
 ,  …   ,

,

,
 (4.40)

 

By a matrix inversion in (4.40), the αi coefficients can be derived and this results in the 

polynomial representation of F, where F(·) is the complex envelope with transfer 

functions of AM/AM and AM/PM representing the static nonlinearity. Since there is no 

analytic form for  , the matrix at the right side of (4.40) cannot be evaluated to give 

the polynomial expansion of . To cope with this issue, a new approach to avoid the 

numerical difficulty associated with using ,  has 

been proposed in [36]. According to [36], ,  can be written as: 

 

,  (4.41)

 

By changing the variable in the form of  or  , this can be written: 

 

,  (4.42)

 

This finally leads to: 

 

, 2  2  (4.43)
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A polynomial representation of  up to order L can be derived by using (4.39) and 

(4.43) as follows:  

 

 (4.44)

 

where   are the coefficients of power series to define the inverse function. In 

contrast with the solutions in [38] and [39] where all of the linear and nonlinear 

parameters of the two-box model are derived concurrently, this algorithm is easier and 

more accurate.  

 

4.4.2 Improved Wiener Model 

Memory effects as explained earlier can generally be categorized as linear and nonlinear 

memory effects. The first group arise from time delays or phase shift in the PA 

matching network while the latter group is due to the trapping effects and bias network 

[40], [41]. One possible accurate algorithm to model the linear memory effect has been 

explained in previous section. However an LTI filter does not take into account the 

nonlinear memory effects and cross-terms due to the interaction between the previous 

samples. In order to model the nonlinear memory effects the previous topology is 

improved by inserting the truncated Volterra filter before the static nonlinearity as 

shown in Figure 4.7. As it is reported in [30] the extracted transfer functions of the 

dynamic memory effect model show a weak nonlinear behaviour. Thus, a truncated 

Volterra filter is sufficient to represent this weak nonlinearity. Including the cross-terms 

in the model results in a more accurate representation.  
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Figure 4.7: Improved Wiener model for PA 

 

In discrete-time the second order Volterra series with finite memory systems can be 

given as follows [42]:  

 

, | |    (4.45)

 

where  and  are the memory durations of the first and second order terms.  and 

 are the complex input and output, respectively.  and ,  are the complex 

Volterra kernels of the nonlinear order 1 and 2. Since we need the Volterra filter for a 

mild nonlinearity, choosing the second order of nonlinearity as well as cross-terms 

would be sufficient which itself reduces the complexity of the algorithm. The series can 

be written in matrix form a follows: 

 

    (4.46)

 

where  and  

 

0 , … , 1 , 0,0 , … , 0, 1 , 1,0 , …  

    , 1, 1 , … 1, 1  

(4.47) 
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, … , 1 , | |, … , | 1 |, …,  

    1 | 1 |, … , 1 | 1 |  

(4.48) 

 

It can be observed the Volterra series is linear in the coefficients. Applying the NLMS 

algorithm, the filter coefficients are acquired by: 

 

 
 

 
(4.49)

 

  is given by: 

 

   (4.50)

 

and  and   are given in (4.46) and (4.37). The results of evaluating the models 

by measured data will be presented in chapter 6.  The comparison between the most 

common used algorithms to model the power amplifiers nonlinear behaviour is 

represented in Table 4.3.   
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Table 4.3: Summary of the most used algorithms for characterization of power 
amplifiers nonlinear behaviour  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Measurement of AM/AM and AM/PM using 
two tone signals 

Requires test equipment, not useful for a 
digital predistorter,  amplitude measurement 
errors influence on calculated phase accuracy 

Nonlinear gain modeling using power series 
Uses static measurements, not useful for a 
digital predistorter 

Dynamic AM/AM and AM/PM measurement 
Requires test equipment,  not useful for a 
digital predistorter 

Polynomial  model  
Not sufficient for for transmitters with 
memory effects 

Hammerstein 
Not able to deal with the nonlinear memory 
effects 

Wiener 
Not able to  deal with the nonlinear memory 
effects 

RBFNN (neural networks) 
Not suitable for signal with non-constant 
envelope signal 

parallel Hammerstein 
Do not consider the cross terms between the 
previous time samples, but it includes the 
linear and nonlinear memory effects 

Volterra series 

Requires identification of too many 
parameters for practical purposes when a 
models of high nonlinear order and  significant 
memory length are needed 

Memory polynomials 
Do not consider the cross terms between the 
previous time samples, but it includes the 
linear and nonlinear memory effects 

Augmented Wiener model  
Do not consider the cross terms between the 
previous time samples, but it includes the 
linear and nonlinear memory effects 

Improved Wiener model (including the 
truncated Volterra series) 

Includes the cross terms as well as linear and 
nonlinear memory effects  
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CHAPTER 5                   

LINEARIZATION TECHNIQUES 

AND PREDISTORTERS 

5.1  INTRODUCTION 

Linearization can be carried out in two different levels: circuit level and system level 

techniques. The first group are performed at nonlinear device level while system level 

approaches are based on linearization techniques (analogue and digital methods). 

Comparing the effectiveness in IMD reduction as well as cost and size of these two 

categories, the first group is suitable for user terminals equipment while the second one 

could be used in base station transmitters [1].  

 

Circuit level approaches are mainly: harmonic termination [2] and harmonic injection 

[3], [4], transconductance gain compensation (in FET amplifiers) [5], active biasing for 

dynamic power supply (reducing power consumption) [6], [7], thermal compensation 

approaches [8-10]. There are various techniques to carry out these linearization 

approaches which are explained in detail in the references. 

 

While there are many different linearization techniques described in the open literature 

[10-24], for the most part they fall into these categories: power back-off [11], feedback 

(and its different features) [1], [12-16], envelope elimination and restoration (EER) [17], 

linear amplification with nonlinear components (LINC) [18], [19], feed-forward [1], 
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[20] and different features of predistorters (PD) [21-24]. In this chapter, each of these 

categories is briefly reviewed and more focus will be on different features of PDs. 

 

5.2 POWER BACK-OFF 

Power back-off exploits the observation that any amplifier appears linear for sufficiently 

small departures from its bias condition [11]. Consider the nonlinear transfer 

characteristic of the active device expanded as the Taylor series:  

 

I I a v a v                                                                                    (5.1)   

 

where I   is the total output current, I  is the bias output current, and v  is the input 

voltage signal. It can be seen that by shrinking the power, the linear term can be made to 

dominate. This shrinking can be described as ”backing off from the 1 dB compression 

point until linearity is obtained”. Power back-off is not really true to the spirit of 

linearization techniques, because no attempt is made to beat the linearity-vs.-efficiency 

trade-off. The input drive is simply reduced until linearity requirements as well as 

resulting efficiency are accepted. 

 

5.3 FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION 

The idea of this method is forcing the output signal to follow the incident signal in a 

system under test. Different topologies of feedback linearizers are: RF feedback, polar 

feedback and Cartesian feedback approaches [13]. In the first technique the RF signal is 

compared at the input and output of the nonlinear device whereas in the other 

approaches the in-phase and quadratic components of a signal at the input and output of 

the nonlinear device are compared. Moreover, a feedback linearizer can be implemented 
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in RF, intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband frequency. Since the matching networks 

and filters in the loop increase the group delays the important drawback of this topology 

is the stability issue [12]. For wideband applications, in the order of several MHz, it is 

rare to use the feedback linearizer as the stability and correction capability of the 

linearizer is limited by the gain bandwidth (GBW) product. Care should be taken in 

designing the feedback path in this type of compensator, to make it as linear as possible 

as it cannot be subsequently corrected [13].  

 

5.3.1  RF Feedback 

In this approach the output RF product is subtracted directly from the input RF signal 

[1]. This method is utilised to linearize an individual section instead of a complete 

transmitter. In comparison, Cartesian and polar topologies, known as modulation 

feedback techniques, are used to compensate a complete transmitter. Figure 5.1 is a 

block diagram illustrating a type of RF feedback called distortion feedback. The first 

section of the distorted output is captured and subtracted from the delayed version of the 

input RF signal. The resulted error signal is added to the input signal and sent to the PA. 

This method is similar to the predistortion method but uses a real-time feedback 

approach.  

 

5.3.2  Polar Loop Feedback  

The block diagram of this topology is depicted in Figure 5.2. In this method the 

AM/AM and AM/PM transfer functions of PA are corrected in different loops. The 

feedback signal is made at IF but RF implementation is possible [14]. Accordingly, an 

envelope and phase modulated IF signal is split into two parts. 
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Φ
 

Figure 5.1: RF feedback linearization topology  

 

In order to obtain the amplitude information, the envelope of the first path signal is 

detected. In addition, the signal in the second path is used to obtain the phase modulated 

carrier by using a limiter. One version of the output signal is captured by a coupler, 

down converted and is split into two part. These signals are utilized to obtain the 

amplitude and phase information which includes the nonlinearity of the PA. The 

detected phase modulated signals achieved from input and feedback loop are sent to 

frequency dividers and a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) in order to cancel the AM/PM 

nonlinearity of the PA. Meanwhile, the envelope detected signals from input and 

feedback loop are sent to a differential amplifier to obtain an error signal in order to 

cancel the AM/AM nonlinearity. The resulted signal from the voltage control oscillator 

(VCO) and differential amplifier are sent to a mixer to make the amplitude and phase 

modulated input signal to the PA.                        
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Figure 5.2: Polar loop linearization topology  

 

The system figured above can be implemented in RF level as explained in [14]. In this 

topology, the modulated signal is split into its magnitude and phase components. It 

requires a wider bandwidth than the original signal which causes an additional increase 

in the loop and makes the stability issue more critical. For instance, the possible 

linearization bandwidth at cellular frequencies is less than 1 MHz with polar loop (this 

is the bandwidth of magnitude or phase of the signal). Thus, the maximum bandwidth of 

the signal to be corrected is much lower than 1 MHz, which is not sufficient for CDMA 

or OFDM transmitters. The other drawback of the polar loop feedback linearizers is 

locking problems of the PLL due to the small instantaneous power and sharp phase 

jump.  

 

5.3.3  Cartesian Loop Feedback  

In this topology which its block diagrams is illustrated in Figure 5.3 [15], the PA output 

signal is demodulated into its in-phase and quadrature components. These signals are 

fed to the modulator to give a proper incident signal into the PA for linear amplification. 

This method of linearization is implemented in RF instead of IF level as IF Cartesian 
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loop is added an additional delay in feedback loop. Similar to the polar loop feedback 

topology, this method is not suitable for broadband applications as high loop delays 

results in critical problems. However, for a narrowband system the resulting degree of 

linearity is high [14]. Another issue in using the Cartesian loop technique is the need for 

a control loop in order to maintain the synchronization in the system caused by local 

oscillators [16]. From the implementation point of view the Cartesian loop is easier to 

construct due to the use of digital implementation.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Cartesian loop linearization topology  

 

5.4  ENVELOPE ELIMINATION AND RESTORATION 

The unmatched efficiency of switching power amplifiers has motivated efforts 

to use them for linear amplification. Envelope elimination and restoration 

(EER) is one such effort, its block diagram depicted in Figure 5.4 [17].  
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    Figure 5.4: Envelope elimination and restoration  

  

The main idea is to separate the amplitude and phase information from each 

other. First the envelope of the input signal is eliminated by the limiter and 

consequently the phase information is passed to the PA. At the same time, 

using the envelope detector the amplitude information of the input signal is 

extracted and fed to the power supply. Indeed, the envelope is restored onto the 

carrier by changing the bias of the PA. A general concern is different delay 

time between two paths. Thus, synchronization between the amplitude and 

phase signals as they are imposed on the RF carrier is essential. Typically, the 

phase information is delayed to compensate the time delay between two paths.  

 

5.5  LINC LINEARIZATION 

Another approach to maintaining the high efficiency using switching PAs is 

illustrated in Figure 5.5 [18]. Linear amplification with nonlinear components 

(LINC) is based on sending two constant-envelope signals to the separate PAs 

which results in the general bandpass signal as follows:  

 

  (5.2)
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 The proper choices for these constant-envelope signals are: 

 

0.5 sin    (5.3)

 

 0.5 sin   (5.4)

 

where 

 

sin   (5.5)

 

Thus the input signal to the PA is: 

 

  (5.6)

 

The most obvious objection to using this method is the complexity involved in 

generating the input signals. Another difficulty is managing the phase and gain 

mismatch between the two signal paths. Moreover, implementing the summation with 

low loss and maintaining high isolation between the two PAs are important issues [19].   

   

∑

 
Figure 5.5: The LINC concept 
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5.6 FEEDFORWARD LINEARIZATION 

The principle of the feedforward technique, invented in 1928 by H.S. Black [20], is 

illustrated in Figure 5.6. In this topology the input signal is split into the main path and 

the error path. The signal in the main path is amplified by a nonlinear PA, whose delay 

is compensated by a delay line in the corresponding part of the error path. The distorted 

signal from main PA is subtracted from a copy version of the original signal to form an 

error signal. This signal contains only distortion introduced by the PA. Next, the error 

signal amplified by the error amplifier is subtracted from the main PA output signal 

(delayed to compensate the error amplifier delay). Thus the overall system output 

ideally contains only the linearly amplified signal. The main advantages of feedforward 

linearization are:  

1) it doesn't reduce the PA gain, 

2) the basic feedforward system is unconditionally stable,  

3) the bandwidth of signals can be relatively large,  

4) the error amplifier needs to amplify only the distortion components, it can 

thus work with much lower power than the main PA.  

 

On the other hand, the basic disadvantages of feedforward are:  

1) changes of components characteristics (due to aging, temperature …) are not 

compensated in a basic feedforward system, so an adaptive compensation 

system has to be added,  

2) it is sensitive to the matching of circuit elements over the working bandwidth, 

3) more components are needed than in the case of feedback linearization. 
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To overcome some of these problems, a feedforward system with additional loops is 

used [1] which is called dual-loop feedforward. The diagram of dual-loop feedforward 

is illustrated in Figure 5.7. In the dual-loop system, the basic feedforward system is 

substituted for the main amplifier in second feedforward loop. The advantage of such 

substitution is fault tolerance. Ideally, if one of the error amplifiers fails, the overall 

system performance will be only partially degraded. Furthermore, the error amplifier in 

the second loop works on error signals of an already partially linearized system and can 

thus result in greater overall linearity.  

 

 

Figure 5.6: Feedforward principle  
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Figure 5.7: Dual-loop feedforward  
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5.7 PREDISTORTER 

The idea of predistortion is based on expanding the input signal to the PA to 

compensate the nonlinear distortion caused by PA. It can be constructed by importing a 

nonlinear block prior to the PA. The transfer function of this block is the inverse of the 

PA function. Finally, as is shown in Figure 5.8, the cascade of these nonlinear blocks 

results in a linear response of the transmitter [21-24].  

 

 

Figure 5.8: Fundamental of predistortion topology 

 

Figure 5.8 shows the AM/AM correction of the PA. However to correct the AM/PM, it 

is necessary to insert a phase to the input signal opposite to the phase shift due to the 

PA.  Different methods have been developed to realize the predistortion algorithm, from 

digital processing, implemented at baseband frequency, to processing the signal directly 

at RF (analogue PD). Depending on the position of the PD in the transmitter, it can be 

implemented in RF, IF or baseband (BB) as illustrated in Figure 5.9.  
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Figure 5.9: RF, IF and BB predistorter positions in RF transmitters 

 

In narrowband application the predistortion solution can be simply developed by means 

of a nonlinear device like a diode which holds a fixed transfer function. Whereas, in 

modern broadband applications where the transfer function of the PA may vary due to 

memory effects it is desirable to implement an adaptive solution. In this case a feedback 

mechanism from the output signal is used to construct an adaptive predistortion process 

with more robust performance. Figure 5.10 shows all possible alternatives in the 

realization of a PD.  
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Figure 5.10: Possible alternatives in realization of a predistorter 

 

To design a robust PD the first step is to develop a precise behavioural model of PA in 

order to find the inverse function of the nonlinearity. In some cases the AM/AM and 

AM/PM are assumed to be static and independent of frequency bandwidth (static 

functions). However, in reality the output signal depends on the current and previous 

input signal values. The previous values also vary over the frequency bandwidth. This 

memory effect has been explained in chapter 2. From the memory effect point of view, 

digital PDs could be divided in two groups: compensators taking memory effects into 

account and memoryless PDs. Memoryless PDs can be implemented by digital or 

analogue solutions. However, predistorters considering memory are implemented 

digitally.   

 

5.7.1  Analogue Predistorter  

There are different ways to implement the analogue PD. It can be designed either by a 

basic circuit composed of diodes and transistors or by multipliers to realize polynomial 

nonlinearity [25], [26]. Depending on the system specification, analogue PD can be 

either adaptive or fixed. In modern telecommunication systems a high level of linearity 
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is necessary. To fulfil the specifications, a reliable system must have the ability to adjust 

the PD according to the possible changes in the system. Implementing a highly linear 

RF PD to meet all these requirements is extremely difficult and has not been widely 

used [27]. In these systems, the gain and phase flatness of the PD and of the PA limit 

the operation bandwidth. Besides, the memory effects introduce some limits on 

linearization performance [27]. Figure 5.11 shows a possible implementation of an RF 

predistorter.  

 

90

2

 

Figure 5.11: Block diagram of an RF predistorter 

 

In Figure 5.11 F1 and F2 are polynomials to define the predistorter. The 

feedback path provides the information of the output signal which is used to 

update the coefficients of polynomials by the controller. These polynomials are 

implemented by analogue circuits, with their coefficients adjusted based on the 

adjacent channel emission. The squared magnitude of the input signal and 

power detected in adjacent channel of output spectrum control the coefficients 

of F1 and F2. Finally, the input signal will be multiplied by F1 and F2 to make 

the linear amplification at the system output.  
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The advantages of RF or analogue PD are its simple circuitry, low power consumption, 

low cost and broadband signal-handling capability. On the other side, this type of 

compensator has a moderate linearization performance, introduces insertion loss in the 

transmitter and its adaptive version is complex to implement. 

 

5.7.2  Digital Predistorter 

With the advent of high-speed digital systems, it is possible to implement a 

fully digital PD which is more stable against temperature and time changes and 

easy to tune [28], [29]. Since these systems are implemented by means of 

digital components, they are flexible compared to the analogue ones. One 

possible implementation of a digital PD consists of a unit with its outputs  

and  mapped to the input I and Q. The mapping transfer function is defined 

by G(I,Q) where G is the gain of the PD. The outputs at the mapping device are 

as follows:  

 

where  is a two-dimensional function consisting of  and . The block diagram of 

the mapping PD is illustrated in Figure 5.12. It is constructed by a look-up table stored 

in a memory [30]. The amount of memory needed in this design is quite large as every 

possible of input complex signal amplitude has its correspondent complex output.  

 

 ,  (5.7)

 

 ,  (5.8)
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90

 

Figure 5.12: Mapping digital predistorter  

 

The other type of digital PD is a gain-based predistorter. This topology is 

developed to reduce the size of the memory by using interpolation to find 

intermediate values not included in the PD look-up table. In this case the 

magnitude squared of the complex input signal is used for indexing the look-up 

table [31]. This system is shown in Figure 5.13.  
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Figure 5.13: Gain-based digital predistorter topology  

 

Since the data samples should be modified continuously, a large amount of 

mathematical processing must be performed in the digital domain and this 

limits operating bandwidth. Moreover, increasing the sample frequency leads 
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to a still larger amount of mathematical processing, which increases power 

consumption. However, in recent years by using the improved digital IC 

technology the power consumption of these systems has decreased as the 

integration level increased.  

 

5.7.3  Baseband Predistorter 

Memoryless baseband PDs have been used since the early days of their invention and 

are classified in two groups: data predistorter and signal predistorter. In data 

predistorters input signal constellation points are modified and sent to the transmitter. 

Thus, the constellation of amplified signal appears in the correct place after the PA [32]. 

Depending on the location of the shaping filter there are two options for implementing 

this type of compensator. In the first type the shaping filter is an RF bandpass filter, 

installed after the PA. The second type is implemented in the baseband immediately 

after the PD. The schematic diagrams of these two data predistorters are shown in 

Figure 5.14 (a) and (b). For memoryless PAs the first type of data predistorter is 

sufficient as explained in [24]. However, RF bandpass filters with sharp cut-off 

frequency are difficult to obtain and have relatively large losses, thereby making this 

structure unattractive. The linearization process is not perfect when the second type of 

data predistorter is used, since the compensation is applied to those signals whose 

power level appears in the signal constellation [33-35]. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.14: Memoryless data predistorters 

 

Since data predistorters influence the symbol rate, just the data inside the channel 

bandwidth will be corrected. In the case of amplitude-modulated input signals, the 

nonlinearity affects directly the transmitted digital symbols. Thus, the use of a data 

predistorter is sufficient to overcome the nonlinearity, and so data predistorters are 

mostly suitable for linear modulation applications such as PAM. However they are not 

useful methods of compensation in nonlinear modulation schemes such as OFDM, 

where the transmitted signal amplitude is nonlinear with respect to the data symbols.  

 

The other type of memoryless digital PD is the signal predistorter, applied to the 

arbitrary input waveforms at the last section of baseband processing. This topology 

shows a better performance for multi-carrier applications. Generally, the type of the 

applied signal specifies which type of predistorter is suitable. For instance, a PAM 
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transmitter can be compensated by a data or signal predistorter while, an OFDM or a 

phase modulated signal is compensated properly by means of a signal predistorter [32].  

 

The first basic forms of a digital signal predistorter was suggested by Saleh, based on 

the look-up table method for PAM symbols in 1983 [36] and later by Nagata [37]. In 

1991 Karam and Sari expanded the model suggested by Saleh [34], [35]. Subsequently, 

other methods have been developed for different applications [38].  

 

 

Figure 5.15: A memoryless signal predistorter 

 

Generally, digital signal PDs can be constructed by two overall methods: mapping by 

means of look-up tables and polynomial functions in the form of either polar 

(magnitude/phase) or Cartesian (I/Q). In the following section the ones representing 

digital signal predistorter for OFDM application are investigated more. 

 

5.7.3.1 Look-Up Table Method 

In this technique first the parallel data from the IFFT block is converted to serial form 

and up-sampled [39]. Next, the time domain data is fed to the quantizer. It uses the 

magnitude of the samples to address the physical memory containing LUT entries. The 

sample is multiplied by the value of the RAM entries and fed to the digital to analogue 
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converter (DAC). The analogue output is up converted to an RF signal and transmitted 

to the PA. The LUT entries correspond to the inverse value of the PA transfer function. 

These values are set according to an optimization algorithm, in which first all the entries 

are set to zero. Next, by means of a recursive algorithm one of the outputs is compared 

to the reference value to find the optimized values. For each sample the recursive 

algorithm is carried on and after a few number of samples the LUT entries converge. 

The rest of the samples are predistorted by these optimized entries. In the case of 

changes of the PA transfer function due to changes in temperature, the entries are not set 

to their optimized values, but the optimization algorithm can be re-run at specified time 

periods to result in an adaptive digital PD. The schematic diagram of this method is 

given in Figure 5.16.  

  

Figure 5.16: Signal processing structure of a baseband PD  

 

In order to design an adaptive LUT PD for multi-carrier application several recursive 

algorithm have been proposed. For instance, in [39] the LMS algorithm has been used 

to update the contents of the LUT by comparing the amplitude and phase of the incident 

signal to the PD and down-converted output signal. In this topology the input and output 
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signal are quantized uniformly. The proposed technique in [39] is based on 

“broadcasting” training to improve the convergence rate as follows: at the beginning of 

training the number of quantization levels is reduced from 2  to 2 1 and only  

significant bits of the incoming signal are used. Next, the RAM locations with similar 

significant bits are updated when any are addressed. The value of   increases to  

gradually in order to ensure convergence of all the LUT contents. At the first stages the 

value of step size is chosen large enough for fast convergence then it decreases slowly 

for precise estimation.  

 

In [40] the idea of varying the quantization level to accelerate the convergence rate is 

used. At the beginning, the limited number of addressed locations in the RAM is 

updated. After a certain number of iteration an interpolation is performed to update the 

entire RAM contents. Next, the fine quantization level is chosen to update all points in 

the RAM accurately. The advantage of the method in this paper to that in [39] is the 

faster convergence speed. Indeed, instead of referring to all the points of the RAM 

holding the same significant bits, it updates one of them and finally all of the locations 

with the same contents are updated simultaneously in one step.  

 

The other issue which has been addressed in [38] is to utilize a training signal at the first 

attempt instead of an OFDM signal. Since an OFDM signal has a non-constant envelope 

signal, the frequency of access to memories for different levels of input signal is 

variable. It means signals with higher level occurring with small probability have lower 

frequency of access to the RAM. Thus the convergence speed for these points of RAM 

is significantly low. For this purpose a training signal having uniform access to the 

RAM has been constructed. The same process has been followed by [40], but for a 
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lower number of points. However, since the training data is different from the original 

data, it may cause failure of coordination between receivers which are working 

according to the standards.  

 

In [40] the LMS algorithm is used to update the LUT contents as follows: one bit is 

added to the LUT points in each line which is called index memory. At the beginning it 

is set to zero except for two boundary addresses containing one. First all points of the 

main LUT are set to unity gain. In the case of calling an address its index memory is set 

to symbol one. Next, the two closest addresses with index memory set to unity are 

found. All the addresses between the referred location and these two addresses are filled 

by the result of the linearly interpolation between the contents of these three addresses. 

By means of this technique the convergence rate is improved. 

 

A more complicated method has been proposed in [32] in which the generalized 

cerebellar model arithmetic computer (GCMAC), which is a neural network utilizing 

local basis functions, has been used for data and signal PD. In this method the input 

space is set to the two-dimensional table. Each cell in the table is covered by the same 

number of “local basis functions (LBF)” supported on rectangular domains, each of 

them mapped to a specific dimension. The generalization vectors are made of LBF 

elements which contain a specific number of zeros. Each vector is mapped to one cell. 

In the case of a 1x1 generalization vector the process will be the same as using a LUT. 

The output vector is constructed from the sum of the transformed input vectors 

multiplied by a vector of weights. The estimated output from the GCMAC method is 

linear in unknown weight coefficients and can be achieved by means of the LMS 

algorithm. Moreover, the instantaneous output is a sum of different functions with 
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different weight coefficients and these functions can influence the other points of the 

input data. Thus, this method can address the memory effect. The algorithm of the 

proposed method is similar to more complicated techniques such as Volterra filters.  

 

5.7.3.2 Polynomial-Based Predistorter 

In this technique the nonlinear behaviour of a PA is estimated by means of polynomials 

[41]. A polynomial-based predistorter of degree N can cancel out the IMDs of order N. 

In the case of two-tone signals, rejection of third order IMDs is sufficient. However, for 

multicarrier broadband input signals, such as OFDM, suppression of higher orders of 

IMDs is required. This means a higher degree of polynomials is necessary.  

 

Two sets of polynomials can be considered for estimation, one set for real parts and a 

second one for imaginary parts, although another possibility is to relate the first set to 

the amplitude and the second set to the phase of the input data. The optimization of the 

coefficients can be performed by utilizing recursive algorithms. The next stage is 

finding coefficients of the inverse function of the polynomials based on optimization 

algorithms.  

 

In [41] a polynomial-based predistorter has been designed using the mentioned method 

as shown in Figure 5.17. In this work a polynomial expansion based on the measured 

data is optimized by the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm to gain the AM/AM 

and AM/PM functions of the PA. Consequently, the inverse model based on a higher 

order polynomial is attained by using the optimized coefficients of PA model and 

predictive LMS (PLMS) method. In the proposed technique, no measurement noise and 

no delay of the analogue part have been considered.  
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Figure 5.17: Polynomial-based predistorter  

 

In [42] down-converted amplitude and phase data from the PA output are compared to 

the estimated output of the model and by means of the stochastic gradient algorithm 

(SGA) the transfer characteristic functions, AM/AM and AM/PM, are achieved. Then 

the inverse functions are approximated in a block and fed to the PD. To overcome the 

non-invertible configuration of functions a “weak inversion” procedure is performed. 

This means that a curve is approximated in a few points by linear interpolation and the 

inverse of this function is calculated.  

 

Alternatively, post-distortion estimating of the PD block has been proposed in [43]. It is 

based on applying a block after the PA as a post-distorter to find the PD model 

coefficients. This block is modelled by a memoryless power series according to the PA 

output. In another work the memory effects of the PA are taken to account by 

considering the previous samples multiplied by a forgetting factor [44]. In both of these 

last articles, the RLS algorithm, based on the PA input and post-distortion block output, 

is used for optimization. The best approximation is performed in the case of the same 
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transfer function for PD and the post-distortion block. Thus, the transfer function of the 

post-distortion block is used as the predistortion characteristic in the next iteration 

(“translation method”). Compared to the proposed method in [45], this technique is less 

complicated and shows better performance. The estimation algorithm in [45] is 

performed at the IF stage while the PD is constructed in digital baseband by means of 

the RLS algorithm.  

 

The other technique which is suggested in the second part of [42] is based on a pre/post-

distortion. A polynomial model is proposed for PA and post-distorter blocks. The 

adaptation is obtained by means of SGA, based on the PA input and post-distorter 

output signal. However, the adaptation is matched with an empiric adaptation technique 

in which the convergence speed depends on the initial values of the amplitude and 

phase.  

 

In [46] the amplitude and phase of PD are modelled by polynomials using the squared 

amplitude of the input signal (Figure 5.18). In this method the output of the PD block is 

multiplied by the input signal. The process is similar to the LUT method in which the 

content of an address is multiplied by the input sample and the difference value is used. 

By minimizing the mean square error (MSE), defined in [46], the optimal factors are 

found. The results show this method has better performance compared to the general 

form of polynomial method. The drawback of proposed amplitude and phase algorithm 

is its optimization procedure, which is based on comparison by the ideal polynomial and 

does not change adaptively in accordance with the PA characteristic.   
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 Figure 5.18: Structure used in [46] 

 

Another efficient predistortion scheme has been presented based on estimation of 

cumulative distribution functions (CDF) in [47]. The proposed method shows an 

acceptable performance in cancelling the AM/AM distortion but it is weak in 

compensating the phase distortion. In detail, a vector of the input signal amplitude is 

sorted and its CDF is estimated. This result is compared to the approximated inverse of 

the CDF of the output signal. The proposed PD has been applied to OFDM signals in 

such a way that CDFs are estimated for each block of OFDM and used for the 

alternative blocks. Thus, it could be a PD considering the memory effects as well. 

However, it is not a proper option for TWTAs since it is not capable of cancelling 

strong phase distortion. 

 

In [48] the LMS algorithm is applied without utilizing the digital signal processor. The 

proposed scheme is based on finding a fixed point, , of function ·  (  ). 

The process starts by applying ·  to the initial value, . After some iterations 

(maximum K times) the fixed point is found to fulfil the condition of 0)( gxxN f = , 

where ·  is the PA transfer function,  is gain of the PA and  is the input signal 

sample. If the process is constructed in K parallel blocks, the output of the Kth block is 

 which satisfies the condition. Thus, applying the PA function to it leads to a linear 
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output. The PA transfer functions are based on the Saleh model. The phase distortion is 

not compensated properly in this algorithm and it is not an adaptive scheme. 

 

5.8 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LINEARIZATION SCHEMES 

The simplest technique, power back-off, sacrifices efficiency for linearity, thus it is not 

used frequently. The RF feedback is suitable for low power systems and also is not 

suitable for high frequency applications as the cost of implementation is high. A low 

capability to compensate phase distortion and complexity of digital implementation are 

drawbacks of the feedback compensation algorithm. The polar loop feedback and 

envelope elimination and restoration methods are limited by their linearization process 

and stability [14]. Moreover, the wide bandwidth of the phase detector in the output 

introduces unwanted signals. The Cartesian loop linearizer utilizing the real and 

imaginary parts of the baseband data does not support multicarrier signals. The main 

disadvantage of the feedforward predistorter is the phase and amplitude imbalances of 

circuit elements in loops which lead to mismatched effects and degrade the 

compensation performance. However, adaptive digital feedforward linearizer could 

solve this problem but it is complicated to implement.  

 

Although, the predistortion technique is not a perfect method of linearization the 

adaptive baseband predistorter can perform an acceptable level of compensation, similar 

to that of systems with higher complexity. The use of a digital predistorter in most 

practical projects as well as research works confirms the ability of this method. 

Comparing LUT and polynomial based PDs, LUT based PDs can be implemented for 

any kind of PA with a high level of compensation ability. However, in case of more 

complicated models the large size of the LUT leads to low convergence speed in the 
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system. Thus, employing polynomial based PDs for OFDM application could be a 

feasible option. A summary of comparison among different features of linearization 

techniques is presented in Table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1: Summery of different types of linearization 
Technique Advantages Drawbacks 

Power back-off - Simple implementation 
- Wideband application - Low efficiency 

RF feedback - Simple implementation 

- Narrowband applications 
- Moderate linearization 

performance 
 

Cartesian 
feedback - Good linearization performance - Narrowband application 

- High complexity 
Envelope 

elimination and 
restoration 

- Simple implementation 
- Good linearization performance 

- narrowband application 
- moderate complexity 

Adaptive 
feedforward 

- Good linearization performance 
-Wideband application 

- High complexity 
- Large size 

 

Analogue 
predistortion 

- Wideband application 
- Simple implementation 

-Useful for weak 
nonlinearity 

-Moderate linearization 
-High complexity if 

conventional adaptation is 
used 

Digital 
predistortion 

- Good linearization performance 
- High flexibility 
- High reliability 

- No stability problem 
 

- Moderate bandwidth 
- High complexity if 

conventional adaptation is 
used 
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5.9 HAMMERSTEIN PREDISTORTER DESIGNS  

The usual inverse structure of the Wiener system is the Hammerstein model [49]. This 

type of predistorter, shown in Figure 5.19, is constructed using a memory-less nonlinear 

subsystem cascaded with a LTI filter [50-51]. In this stage three approaches are 

proposed to estimate precisely the Hammerstein PD parameters. 

 

 

Figure 5.19: Hammerstein PD and Wiener PA diagram 

 

5.9.1  First Approach of the Hammerstein PD Estimation 

In this approach, the PA and PD sections are structurally the inverse of each other 

according to the Wiener and Hammerstein models. The functional structure is depicted 

in Figure 5.20. In order to estimate the parameters, firstly the PA parameters of the 

nonlinear and linear sub-sections are determined using the methods presented in the 

previous chapter, and then the inverse of each block is substituted in the PD system. 

Note that the nonlinearity, · , corresponds to the static nonlinear behaviour of the PA 

using AM/AM and AM/PM measurements. 
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/
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Figure 5.20: Hammerstein Predistorter diagram for the 1st approach 
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5.9.2  Second Approach of the Hammerstein PD Estimation 

In this approach, the nonlinear subsystem of PD is considered as the inverse of the static 

nonlinear block of the PA which is obtained from AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics 

In contrast, the linear subsystem of PA and PD is modelled using adaptive filters, 

computed from numerical algorithms, i.e. the NLMS. The block diagram of this scheme 

is illustrated in Figure 5.21. As a consequence of LTI properties, the cascade of two LTI 

filters is replaced by one filter whose transfer function H(z) = H1(z) × H2(z). Figure 5.22 

shows the proposed block diagram obtained with this method. 
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Figure 5.21: Hammerstein Predistorter diagram for the 2nd approach 

 

The parameters of the combined LTI filter are estimated adaptively as follows: deriving 

 from previous section,  and ̂  are obtained:  

 

 (5.9)

  

̂  (5.10)

 

where , the desired output signal, is the delayed version of the linear amplified of 

input signal  by δ that is accounts for causality of the predistorter. For real-time 

implementation the time delay between input and output sequences should be estimated 
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using a covariance-based algorithm [52]. The LTI filter can be expressed as an FIR 

filter as in following:  

 

 
(5.11)

 

Finally, by using the NLMS algorithm, the unknown parameters λ, can be calculated:  

 

   
(5.12)

 

where ̂ , ̂  is replaced by (5.10) and  is defined in (5.11). 

Compared to the previous method which has no adaptive approach, there is an adaptive 

block in this process. Also, the mean square error, | | , of the overall system 

can be evaluated by assuming , so that it represents the difference 

between the desired output signal and the modelled output signal. 
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Figure 5.22: The block diagram of the parameter estimation approach used in the 2nd 
method 
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5.9.3  Third Approach of the Hammerstein PD Estimation 

This approach is more general than the two previous ones. The memory-less 

nonlinearity of the PD model as well as the two LTI filters are evaluated adaptively. 

Meanwhile, the nonlinear subsystem in PA is constructed with PA transfer functions, 

AM/AM and AM/PM, obtained from single tone measurements. To clarify the 

structural performance of the proposed PD the block diagram illustrated in Figure 5.23 

is used. The output response of PD z(k) can be expressed as:  

 

α x  
(5.13)

 

where M is the memory length of the dynamic linear filter and Q is the order of 

nonlinearity of PD. Hence, v(k) is represented as: 

 

λ  
(5.14)

 

Rewriting (5.14) in matrix notation, one may write: 

 

 .                                     (5.15)

 

where  

 

0 0 1, … , 0 0 , … , 0 1, … , 0 , … , 1, … , ,  (5.16)
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, … , … , , … , , … , , … ,

 (5.17)

 

 and  are (N + 1) × (M + 1) × Q dimensional vectors and (·)T denotes ordinary 

transposition. On the other hand,  can be estimated from the following equation: 

 

 (5.18)

 

Thus,  can be estimated from the following equation based on the NLMS approach:  

 

 
  

(5.19)

 

Here,  in which  and  are substituted from (5.15) and 

(5.18) respectively. Consequently, the total mean-squared error is obtained by defining 

, where  is the desired output signal as previously mentioned 

and . 
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Figure 5.23: Block diagram of Hammerstein PD for the 3rd approach 
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5.9.4  Improved Hammerstein predistorter 

In order to compensate the nonlinear memory effects the previous topology is improved 

by replacing the LTI filter with the truncated Volterra filter in the Hammerstein model.  

Including the cross-terms as well as even-order harmonics and intermodulation terms in 

the model results in a better compensation performance.  

 

1 / linearG

 

Figure 5.24: Improved Hammerstein PD approach 

 

The input signal to the PD training block  is the output signal of PA normalized 

by the linear gain. Consequently, the input signal to the PA is used as the output training 

sequence of the PD, . These two signals achieved from raw measured data are 

used to extract the static nonlinearity as follows: 

 

 (5.20)
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 where  are the coefficients of a polynomial describing the static nonlinearity. In 

discrete-time the second order Volterra series with finite memory systems can be given 

as follows [53]:  

 

,  (5.21)

 

where  and  are the memory durations of the first and second order terms.  

and ,  are the complex Volterra kernels of nonlinear order 1 and 2. Since we need 

the Volterra filter for a mild nonlinearity, choosing the second order of nonlinearity as 

well as cross-terms would be sufficient which itself reduces the complexity of the 

algorithm. The series can be written in vector form a follows: 

 

     (5.22)

 

where  and  

 

0 , … , 1 , 0,0 , … , 0, 1 , 1,0 , …  

    , 1, 1 , … 1, 1  

(5.23) 

 

, … , 1 , | |, … , | 1 |, …,  

    1 | 1 |, … , 1 | 1 |  

(5.24) 

  

Applying the NLMS algorithm, the filter coefficients are acquired by: 
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(5.25)

 

 where  is given by: 

 

 .   (5.26)

 

The results of evaluating the models by measured data will be presented in the next 

chapter. Moreover, the MATLAB codes for signal processing and modelling algorithms 

in the case of off-line training have been provided in Appendix 3. 
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CHAPTER 6                          

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS   

 

6.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this chapter a laboratory test bench with Vector Signal Generators/Analysers and 

offline data processing is described. The first objective is to validate the PA modelling 

based on the algorithms proposed in previous chapters. Next the performance 

assessment of different features of the Hammerstein predistorter is carried out on a 

transmitter which includes an S-band lateral MOSFET transistor amplifier producing 40 

dBm peak envelope power. 

 

The test environment integrated a Rohde and Schwarz Vector Signal Generator (RS 

SMBV100A), a Vector Signal Analyser  (RS FSG13L), a Spectrum Analyser and 

accompanying software, including MATLAB, Agilent Advanced Design System 

(ADS), WinIQsim and IQWizard (both edited by RS).  The advantage of using such a 

test environment is that the Vector Signal Generator (VSG) and Vector Signal Analyzer 

(VSA) are both capable of sending and receiving the real dataset (a data link in one of 

the controlling software routines connects to the VSG and VSA dynamically), see 

Figure 6.1). Since the up-converters and digital-to-analogue converters are contained in 

the VSG, the transmitter is made of the VSG and an RF subsection at the frequency of 

3.5 GHz.  
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Figure 6.1: Functional diagram of the experimental setup. 

 

A highly linear wideband amplifier from Mini-Circuits is used to drive the PA. The 

main amplifier is a 10 W MOSFET transistor from Freescale. The complete RF PA has 

48 dB gain as shown in Figure 6.2.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: Preamplifier and fabricated main PA 

 

The receiver physically consists of the RS FSG13L. The baseband I and Q data is 

captured by the VSA and a high speed LAN interface. A 10 MHz reference signal is 

sent from the RS SMBV100A in order to achieve synchronization between transmitter 

and receiver.  
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(a) 

.  

(b) 

Figure 6.3: (a) Experimental test bench; (b) Diagram for the PA and PD assessment 
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6.1.1 Power Amplifier Modelling Assessment  

A set of measurement and calibration tasks to eliminate DC offsets has been performed 

before inserting the PA into the transmitter setup. This is to ensure there is not any 

significant degradation to the system due to the components.  The measured data from 

single tone test for amplitude and phase in central frequency, fitted to a 7th order power 

series, are given in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b).   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.4: PA (a) AM-AM and (b) AM-PM characteristic functions 
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At the next attempt a two-tone signal has been sent to the PA to verify the memory 

effect in the transmitter due to the PA. A two-tone test was performed, in which the tone 

spacing was varied from 10 kHz to 20 MHz to investigate asymmetric fundamental and 

IMD phenomena. As can be seen from Figure 6.5 (a) and (b) the output signal at upper 

and lower IMD3 and IMD5 components at specific input power level shows a dynamic 

behaviour versus frequency spacing between two tones. This phenomenon is a serious 

high-order memory effect [1-3]. 

 

 An alternative view of the fundamental tones difference, 3rd and 5th order IMD 

asymmetry as functions of frequency spacing between two tones and input power is 

represented in Figure 6.6 (a), (b) and (c).  The asymmetry between lower and upper 

frequency components at fundamental, 3rd and 5th order IMD is about 1.2 dB, 6 dB and 

3 dB, respectively.   
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(a) 

 

     (b) 

Figure 6.5: Measured output power at (a) 3rd and (b) 5th order IMDs as a function of 

input power and frequency spacing from 10 kHz to 20 MHz 
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This phenomenon is because the output power at each frequency results from different 

order distortions with different phases which are dependent on the envelope frequency 

[3].   As the baseband impedance increases by envelope frequency, the large IMD 

asymmetry happens at higher envelope frequency. Moreover, the asymmetry between 

5th order IMDs is not as significant as that between 3rd order products, which means that 

the major part of the memory effect is close to the signal band. 

 

 

(a) 

Figure 6.6: Measured output power at upper and lower products at (a) fundamental, 

(continued on next page) 
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 (b) 
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Figure 6.6: Measured output power at upper and lower products at (a) fundamental, (b) 

3rd and (c) 5th order IMDs as a function of input power and frequency spacing 
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To validate the proposed models of PA, an OFDM modulated signal with PAPR of 9 dB 

and a sampling rate of 60 million samples per second is sent to the PA. The typical 

extracted AM/AM and AM/PM curves based on the measurement data when the 

transmitter is driven with this signal are illustrated in Figure 6.7 (a), (b).  It is clear that 

the memoryless polynomial model is not sufficient to model the PA behaviour when it 

is driven by an OFDM modulated signal. 

 

 

(a) 

Figure 6.7: PA characteristic functions for WLAN802.11a signal extracted from 

measurement and modelling (a) AM/AM, (continued on next page) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.8: PA characteristic functions for WLAN802.11a signal extracted from 

measurement and modelling (a) AM/AM, (b) AM/PM  
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correspondence between the improved Wiener model and the measured output in 

presence of the wideband modulated signal.  

 

Figure 6.9: Spectrum comparison of Wiener transmitter models and the transmitter 

measurement.  

 

Figure 6.10: Spectrum difference between (a) Wiener model and (b) improved Wiener 

model with transmitter measured signal 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.11: Dynamic characteristics of the LTI filter in Wiener model extracted from 

the transmitter measurement (a) AM/AM (b) AM/PM. 
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Table 6.1 illustrates the results of normalized error and number of symbols applied to 

the proposed models in this work. As it has been expected the best performance was 

achieved by the improved Wiener model by -52 dB for normalized MSE using 5100 

symbols. Table 6.2 compares the normalized MSE of improved Wiener model with 

results reported from previously published approaches [4], [6-7]. It can be seen that the 

estimation technique proposed in this work delivers distinct advantages with regard to 

the accuracy in terms of normalized error. Moreover, comparing the improved Wiener 

model to the algorithm represented in [5] which is based on the Neural Network 

methods, current model has low complexity and faster convergence speed.  The model 

reported in [6] shows lower value of normalized error by 2 dB for the same number of 

parameters in simulation but it was not inserted in a real-time test bed.  

Table 6.1: summary of the results of normalized MSE for PA models represented in this 
work 

Model 
Order of LTI 

filter 
Order of 

Nonlinearity 
NMSE (dB) 

No of 
symbols 

Memoryless  - 9 -20.53 Non-adaptive 

Proposed Wiener 
Model 

7 9 -47 4000 

Improved Wiener 
model 

3 2, 9 -52 5100 

 
 

Table 6.2: Comparison of improved Wiener model with previous works in terms of 
NMSE for PA models 

Model 
Order of LTI 

filter 
Order of 

Nonlinearity 
NMSE (dB) 

No of 
symbols 

Improved Wiener 
model 

1 2,3 -40.8 5100 

Volterra Model [4] 1 3 -39 - 

Improved Wiener 
model 

5 2,3 -61.2 60000 

Wiener model [7] 5 3 -45 60000 

Improved Wiener 
model 

3 2,7 -49 5100 

Sub-band 
decomposition [6] 

3 7 -51.7 - 
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Since the test signal is framed according to the IEEE802.11a, spectrum mask must be 

suitably realized as this is the most significant metric for passing or failing PA 

behaviour in a transmitter.  Figure 6.11 shows the output spectrum measured for 6 dB 

back-off. The IEEE802.11a spectrum mask and the PSD at different output back-off 

(OBO) powers are illustrated in Figure 6.12.  

 

 

Figure 6.12: PA output spectrum at 6 dB power back-off 

 

       Figure 6.13: Power spectral density of measured PA output signal for different 

values of OBO: (a) OBO=4 dB, (b) OBO=7 dB, (c) OBO=9 dB. 
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It can be deduced that an output back-off of 9 dB is required to remain within the limits 

set by the mask, in which case the use of linearization is dispensable. 

 

6.1.2 Assessment of Hammerstein Predistorter  

To verify the ability of the proposed PD in multicarrier applications, an OFDM signal 

constructed under AWGN channels with 64-QAM modulation schemes with 1024-point 

FFT/IFFT according to the WLAN 802.11a standard has been fed to the PA. The pilot 

signal is coded using BPSK with short and long preambles.  The constructed 

compensator in MATLAB predistorts the test signal loaded in the WinIQsim to be fed 

to the WLAN transmitter. The captured baseband data at the input and output of the 

transmitter are processed in MATLAB in order to update the corresponding predistorter 

parameters. Next, the signal is uploaded to the PC and processed with ADS to compute 

the EVM, BER and ACPR. The performance of the predistorter can be evaluated by 

comparing the output signal of the transmitter obtained in the presence of the 

predistorter and without it. The transfer functions of memoryless PD and different 

features of Hammerstein PD in a WLAN802.11a transmitter are illustrated in Figures 

6.13, 6.14 and 6.15. 

 

Figure 6.13 shows that the memoryless PD fails to deliver an acceptable level of signal 

in the WLAN transmitter as it is unable to compensate the memory effects. Comparing 

different features of Hammerstein PD implies that as the number of adaptive blocks 

increases, the robustness of the compensating algorithm increases. Furthermore, it can 

be seen that the improved Hammerstein model can suppress the memory effect more 

effectively.  
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Figure 6.14: Transfer functions of (a) power amplifier and (b) memoryless PD (P=9)  
 
 

 
Figure 6.15:  AM/AM transfer functions of linearized transmitter by different features 

of Hammerstein PD: (a) PA, (b) 1st Hammerstein PD (M=7, P=9), (c) 2nd  Hammerstein 

PD (M=7, P=9), (d) 3rd Hammerstein PD (M=7, P=9) and (e) improved Hammerstein 

PD (M=3, P1=2, P2=9) 
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Figure 6.16:  AM/PM transfer functions of linearized transmitter by different features of 

Hammerstein PD: (a) 1st Hammerstein PD (M=7, P=9), (b) 2nd Hammerstein PD (M=7, 

P=9), (c) 3rd Hammerstein PD (M=7, P=9) and (d) improved Hammerstein PD (M=3, 

P1=2, P2=9) 

The performance of the compensators towards the constellation points and EVM values 

is illustrated in Figure 6.16 and Table 6.3 respectively.  It can be deduced that for the 

target EVM value of 5.6%, according to the IEEE standard for the 802.11a transmitter, 

the maximum difference of output power back-off is 5 dB, achieved by improved the 

Hammerstein PD and 3rd Hammerstein model. It means using the proposed PDs by only 

4 dB OBO the PA can fulfil the standard for 802.11a transmitter. 
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                 (a) 

 

                  (b) 

Figure 6.16: Received signal constellation points for different Hammerstein PDs: (a) 1st 

Hammerstein model, (b) 2nd Hammerstein model,(continued on next page) 
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                    (c) 

 

                   (d) 

Figure 6.17: Received signal constellation points for different Hammerstein PDs: (a) 1st 

Hammerstein model (b) 2nd Hammerstein model (c) 3rd Hammerstein model and (d) 

Improved Hammerstein model  
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Table 6.3: EVM performances in presence of PA nonlinearity and different PDs 

Compensator type EVM  at 4 dB 
OBO 

EVM  at 6 dB 
OBO 

No compensation 17.8% 15.3% 

Memoryless PD 14.5% 12.1% 

1st  Hammerstein PD 13% 9.2% 

2nd  Hammerstein PD 7.6% 5.4% 

3rd Hammerstein PD 5.6% 4.9% 
Improved Hammerstein 

PD 5.1% 4.2% 

 

Figure 6.17 shows a PSD for the transmitter with an output back-off of 4 dB in the 

following situations: measured output signal without predistortion, with memoryless 

PD, and with Hammerstein PD (using three parametric fits), and with the improved 

Hammerstein PD.  

 

(a) 

Figure 6.17: PSD comparison of the transmitter with different Hammerstein PDs and 

memoryless PD (a) Full spectrum comparison, (continued on next page) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.18: PSD comparison of the transmitter with different Hammerstein PDs and 

memoryless PD (a) Full spectrum comparison (b) Zoom-in spectrum comparison. 

 
This shows that for an output back-off of 4 dB the various PD outputs are contained 

within the spectral mask indicating a successful test result. However, to verify the 

validity of these methods a comparison is made of their mean square error (MSE) 

performance (Table 6.4) from which it can be observed that there is an objective trade-

off between accuracy and convergence rate. 
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Table 6.4: Normalized MSE values for different PD models 

 

 

Figure 6.18 shows the ACPR at the output of the transmitter block for the various 

predistorters, which are assessed for several frequency offsets (-20, -15, -13, -12, -10, 

10, 12, 13, 15 and 20 MHz) from the central frequency, within the bandwidth. The 

ACPR comparison results illustrated in Figure 6.18 imply that the improved 

Hammerstein PD suppresses the memory effects more effectively than other features of 

Hammerstein PDs. This model improved ACPR performance around 2 dB more than 

Model OBO [dB] LTI filter 
order 

Nonlinearity 
order 

NMSE 
[dB] 

Number 
of 

symbols 

Memoryless 
PD 4 - 9 -20 - 

1st  
Hammerstein 

PD 
4 7 9 -37 3500 

2nd 
Hammerstein 

PD 
4 7 9 -41 4000 

3rd 
Hammerstein 

PD 
4 7 9 -43 4600 

Improved 
Hammerstein 

PD 
4 3 2,9 -49 5100 

Improved 
Hammerstein 

PD 
6 10 2,7 -51.9 3000 

Hammerstein 
PD [7] 6 10 7 -45 3000 

Improved 
Hammerstein 

PD 
10 3 2,9 -59 5000 

PD [8] 10 3 - -37.7 5000 
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the 3rd Hammerstein PD. For the 12, 13, 15 MHz offsets the second and third 

approaches decrease the ACPR dramatically, closely approaching the improved model, 

but it can be seen that memoryless predistortion is not effective in reducing the ACPR. 

 

 

Figure 6.19: ACPR comparison of the transmitter with different Hammerstein 

predistorters, without predistorter and with memoryless predistorter. 

 

Figure 6.19 shows the improvement of the different Hammerstein PD on the BER in 

AWGN channel. Since the first scheme of PD cannot remove the nonlinear distortion 

properly, it does not provide much improvement on the BER. The lowest BER is 

achieved by the improved Hammerstein scheme which successfully compensated the 

nonlinear distortion as well as memory effects. Since adopting the Volterra series as a 

dynamic subsystem included the cross-terms in the model both linear and nonlinear 

memory effects were compensated well as can be seen from graph (e) in Figure 6.19. 
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The performance of the Hammerstein model represented in [7] applied to the transceiver 

in the current work is shown in graph (f). It implies that by 4 dB power back-off this 

algorithm improves the error rate by the same amount as the second Hammerstein 

model does.   

  

Figure 6.20: BER performances in presence of PA nonlinearity and Hammerstein PDs 

in AWGN channel: (a) PA only, (b) 1st Hammerstein PD, (c) 2nd Hammerstein PD,  

(d) 3rd Hammerstein PD, (e) improved Hammerstein PD and (f) Hammerstein PD [7] 
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CHAPTER 7                              

NONLINEARITY IN MIMO 

TRANSMITTERS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent wireless applications such as video, voice and music the main requirement is 

high rate which needs a wider bandwidth. The wireless transceiver also should meet the 

standards for the allocated frequency band. Several schemes such as ultra-wideband 

(UWB) technologies and multiple antenna systems have been developed for this 

purpose. Alternatively, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is one feature of 

multiple antenna systems introducing new possibilities for increasing data rates in 

wireless applications. However, implementation of this scheme needs careful 

consideration due to the crosstalk between the multiple RF paths. High power amplifiers 

as well as multiple antenna systems are the main sources of this impairment.   

  

The data rate in wireless systems is achieved according to Shannon’s theorem as 

follows [1]: 

 

. log 1  (7.1)

 

Obviously, to increase the rate, there are two options; firstly increasing the bandwidth 

(BW), and secondly increasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver side. An 

ultra-wideband scheme is not a cost effective approach as licensing a frequency band is 
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expensive for service providers, since a user can be allocated a wider bandwidth while 

others holding a fixed spectrum [1], [2]. Moreover, improving SNR at the receiver 

requires delivering higher power from transmitter or a more sensitive receiver which 

means more expense. MIMO technology taking the advantages of multipath fading 

offers a new approach to increase the data rate in wireless applications by using multiple 

antennas at transceivers [2-5].   

 

7.2 MIMO THEORY 

The main ideas of MIMO technology are shown in Figure 7.1, using an illustrative 2 2 

system [2]. According to the mapping techniques the information streams are mapped to 

the transmitter antennas. In MIMO technology, there are two different methods for 

mapping data onto transmitter antennas namely:  

1) spatial diversity in which similar information is encoded in multiple antennas, and  

2) multiplexing diversity where each antenna receives different data stream [3], [4].  

 

In Figure 7.1, H is the channel matrix between the transmitter and receiver antennas. 

The multiple reflections of the transmitted signals due to the scattering environment are 

received by the multiple antenna system. 
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Figure 7.1: MIMO technique concept 

 

Consideration should be taken in MIMO transceiver designs as multiple transmitters 

and receivers work in close proximity to each other due to the size consideration. The 

phenomenon known as crosstalk in multiple paths is one of the main issues in this 

technology [6-8]. Crosstalk happens when signals from different sources interfere with 

each other due to the coupling between multiple paths. Two features of crosstalk have 

been defined in the literature: linear crosstalk and nonlinear crosstalk [8].  

 

Linear crosstalk in the transmitter or receiver is when a linear combination of the 

interference signal due to the coupling and the desired signal arises. In contrast, 

nonlinear crosstalk causes the interference before the signal goes through the nonlinear 

device [8]. Therefore, the nonlinear and linear couplings happen respectively before and 

after the nonlinear component in a wireless transmitter. Since PAs are the main sources 

of nonlinearity in transmitters, the major part of nonlinear crosstalk occurs before the 

PA, while the linear effect is due to the coupling between the antennas.  
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7.2.1 Nonlinear crosstalk in MIMO systems 

One of the possibilities of nonlinear crosstalk in MIMO technology is due to sharing of 

the local oscillator (LO) in the up-conversion mechanism in order to minimize the chip 

area and power dissipation of the synthesizer [2], [9]. The output signal of the PA in one 

path couples to the LO output signal. This LO disturbed signal is used to up-convert the 

baseband signal to the PA in another path, introducing the nonlinear crosstalk in the 

MIMO transmitter (Figure 7.2). Moreover, the effect of PA nonlinearity on the system 

performance can be investigated considering various system parameters. In [11] the 

effect of nonlinearity on symbol error probability (SEP) in MIMO systems using space 

time trellis codes has been studied. When the Saleh model of nonlinearity has been 

considered [12], it has been shown that by increasing the MIMO dimension the 

performance degradation of system is increased.  

 

On the other hand, since MIMO equalization is a linear mechanism, it is not able to 

overcome this kind of coupling effect [9]. The compensation of PA nonlinearity in a 

MIMO transceiver can be performed either at the transmitter or at the receiver. 

 

Figure 7.2: Nonlinear crosstalk in a MIMO transmitter 
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In [10] the compensation of PA nonlinear distortion on MIMO orthogonal space–time 

block coding (OSTBC) has been investigated at the receiver. They proposed two 

compensation processes for PA nonlinearity at the receiver side: 1) constellation-based 

method, and 2) sequential Monte Carlo-based algorithm. The first one shows acceptable 

performance when the PA parameters are perfectly known at the transmitter as well as 

at the receiver, whereas the second group could compensate the nonlinearity even when 

there is no information about the PA parameters. Results for the system degradation 

considering several system parameters such as the PA model, OBO of PA and MIMO 

antenna configuration have been represented to demonstrate the robustness of the 

proposed methods.  

 

Assuming similar nonlinear behaviour of PAs known as f function in all branches, the 

time-domain signal in ideal MIMO transmitter can be written as [13] and [14]: 

 

  (7.2)

 

where  and  are the transmitter output signals to the antennas.  and  are the 

input RF signal to the PAs.  coefficients are used to model the nonlinear crosstalk due 

to the RF signal leakage to the shared LO [2]. Thus, the output signal from MIMO 

antennas in presence of linear crosstalk between the radiators can be expressed as 

follows: 

 

 (7.3)
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where  and  are the coefficients to model the mutual coupling between the 

antennas. As can be seen, crosstalk due to transmitter antennas can be represented by a 

linear combination of PA outputs, while the interference between the signals before PAs 

is affected by nonlinear behaviour of the PAs.  

 

7.2.2 Linear crosstalk in MIMO systems 

Due to the compact size of modern portable transceivers using MIMO, there is 

significant mutual coupling between the antennas [15-18]. Thus these effects should be 

taken into account when considering accurate MIMO channel modelling and 

calculations. 

As explained in [16], deriving an accurate model of mutual coupling effects in multiple 

antenna systems is complicated. Generally, there are two methods of modelling for 

mutual coupling effect: 1) according to the S-parameters [17], and 2) considering the 

mutual coupling in terms of radiation patterns [18]. Since the phase information is 

contained in S-parameter analysis, the earlier has been told more accurate one [16].  

 

In [19] four-port network relations were used to derive a formula for mutual coupling 

calculation according to Figure 7.3. Here, a1 and a2 stand for incident waves and b1 and 

b2 represent reflected waves at the transmitter side of a two-port MIMO system. Also, a3 

and a4 indicate the radiated waves from antennas and b3 and b4 show the corresponding 

reflected waves.  
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Figure 7.3: 4-port network to model the antenna [19]  
 

The aim is to find the c and r values in the new S-parameter matrix in (7.4): 
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 (7.4)

 

 where Sii represents input reflection coefficient, and S13 and S24 are the isolation 

coefficients. Moreover, r2 is the radiating coefficient in presence of mutual coupling and 

c is the radiating coupling coefficient acquired from [20] used to model the C mutual 

coupling matrix as:  

 
 (7.5)

 

Finally, the channel transfer matrix affected by mutual coupling between the antennas in 

transmitter ( ) as well as mutual coupling between the antennas in receiver ( ) is 

derived as (7.6) in which   for simplicity:  

 

  (7.6)
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In another method, the far-field radiation pattern can be used to extract the envelope 

correlation of multi-antenna systems [21]. For a multi-antenna MIMO system the total 

radiated electric field is a combination of the radiated power of each single antenna as 

follows: 

 

4   ,  (7.7)

 

 where N is the number of antennas;   is the free space wave impedance; k is the wave 

number; D is the maximum directivity of antenna and  ,  is the normal complex 

voltage pattern including the effect of other antennas. The total power is the integral of 

power density over the space as follows: 

 

1
  (7.8)

 

In the case of two antennas at the transmitter, the above formula can be written as: 

 

 (7.9)

 

 where 

 

4   ,  (7.10)
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4  , . ,  (7.11)

 

where i, j=1,2 and  . According to the definition of the scalar product which 

indicates , (7.9) can be modified as follows: 

 

  (7.12)

 

where a is a column vector of the elements ai and ·  is the Hermitian or conjugate 

transpose operator. H is the correlation matrix defined as: 

 

 (7.13)

  

Using S-parameter theory and according to the rule that the radiated power from 

antennas should be equal to the total incident power to all antennas, (7.9) can be written 

as: 

 

 (7.14)

 

where I is the identity matrix and S is defined by scattering parameter matrix at the 

input ports. Comparing (7.12) with (7.14) it can be concluded that: 

 

 (7.15)
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On the other hand, the envelope correlation for two-antenna system can be written as: 

 

 , ,

 , .  ,
 (7.16)

 

Considering (7.10), (7.11) and (7.16) the envelope correlation can be extracted from the 

S-parameters as follows: 

 

| |
1 | | | | 1 | | | |  

(7.17)

 

In [21] the result achieved from (7.17) has been compared with the result from Method 

of Moment (MOM) method showing a good agreement between them.  

 

 

Figure 7.4: Model for a two-antenna system 
 

In this work the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) technique is applied to model 

the mutual coupling effect [22]. Assuming a two-antenna system as shown in Figure 

(7.4) with voltages and currents in ports 1 and 2 as ,  ,  ,   respectively, the 

following equations according to the Z-matrix for two-port networks can be written: 
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1
2 ⁄

⁄   (7.18)

 

1
2 ⁄

⁄   (7.19)

 

1
2 ⁄

⁄   (7.20)

 

1
2 ⁄

⁄   (7.21)

 

where  is the normalized impedance. Exciting port 1 by a generator with  

impedance and port 2 with the same impedance results in 0. On the other hand, the 

power received by the second antenna with respect to the power delivered from the first 

antenna is written as: 

 
| |

| | | |  (7.22)

 

Thus the coupling factor between two antennas can be expressed as: 

 
| |

1 | |  (7.23)

 

The power accepted by the transmitter antenna and the radiated power from the antenna 

according to the Friis equations [23] are: 
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. 1 | | | |  (7.24)

 

 (7.25)

 

where  is the input power to port 1,  is the radiated power from that port and  is 

the antenna efficiency.  

 

7.3 SIMULATION RESULTS 

System simulations were performed using the Advanced Design System (ADS 2009) 

Ptolemy simulator [24]. The 2 2 MIMO IEEE STD 802.16e transmitter was built up 

using ADS WiMAX library. In order to model the linear crosstalk a two-element patch 

array antenna was designed using an FR4 substrate with permittivity of 4.35 and height 

of 1.5 mm. The S-parameter results are shown in Figure 7.6.  

 

 

Figure 7.5: MIMO antennas 
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Figure 7.6: MIMO antenna S-parameter results 
 

To study the crosstalk imperfections on performance of MIMO transceiver a dual-

channel system was constructed. Two uplink MIMO sources provide the RF signal to 

the PAs. In order to model the crosstalk, the RF signal in one path is coupled to the 

other one according to the coupling factors of linear and nonlinear crosstalk. RF MIMO 

signals affected by nonlinear crosstalk are fed to the PAs circuit level model (Figure 

7.7).  
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Figure 7.7: Nonlinear crosstalk modelling 
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The linear crosstalk due to the antennas is modelled as in Figure 7.8. S-parameters can 

be acquired from measurement or simulation at the target frequency band. In order to 

determine the phase interference due to the antenna mutual coupling, a phase variation 

block in each path is applied. The specification of the MIMO transmitter is given in 

Table 7.1. The spatial multiplexing technique is used for mapping the data on the 

antennas.  

 

Table 7.1: WiMAX signal specification 

Mobile WiMAX Signal parameters 

64-QAM modulation 

Bandwidth=10 MHz 

FFT Size=1024 

Cyclic prefix= 0.125 

Overall coding rate=1/2 
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Figure 7.8: Linear crosstalk modelling 
 

Power spectra for two different types of crosstalk are given in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 for 

MIMO transmitters. As can be seen from the first figure, linear crosstalk does not affect 

the out-of-band radiation while the second figure shows that nonlinear crosstalk does 

introduce out-of-band radiation. Moreover, by increasing the nonlinear crosstalk from -

20 to -10 dB, the ACPR is increased as a function of nonlinear crosstalk. The general 

form of Hammerstein PD according to the third model presented in chapter 5 is 

included in each branch of the MIMO transmitter. This type of PD could compensate 

for the out-of-band radiation and improve the ACPR by up to 15 dB. Although, as can 

be seen, 10 dB nonlinear crosstalk does influence the linearization process, still it can 

meet the standard limit defined by the mask. Indeed, the nonlinear crosstalk affects the 

up-conversion process of baseband signal to the RF. On the other hand, the predistorter 

identification is based on the RF signal at the output of PA. Thus, the nonlinear 

crosstalk introduces some degradation in extraction of baseband PD parameters.  
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    Figure 7.9: Normalized power spectrum density in presence of linear crosstalk   with 

and without PD 
 
 

 

 
Figure 7.10: Normalized power spectrum density in presence of nonlinear crosstalk with 

and without PD 
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The EVM measurement of output constellation diagrams for -10 dB and -20 dB 

nonlinear crosstalk and -15 dB linear crosstalk with 0º and 10º phase interference are 

shown in Figure 7.11 and 7.12, respectively. When the nonlinear crosstalk increases, the 

boundary between the constellation points drops which results in difficulties in signal 

demodulation at the receiver and increases the EVM value. Although antenna crosstalk 

does not degrade the out-of-band radiation, it affects the signal quality by increasing the 

EVM. Table 7.2 shows EVM values in the presence of both nonlinear and linear 

crosstalk in the MIMO transmitter. 

 

 

Figure 7.11: EVM of output WiMAX signal in presence of nonlinear crosstalk 

(a) -10 dB nonlinear crosstalk, (b) -20 dB nonlinear crosstalk. 
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Figure 7.12: EVM of output WiMAX signal in presence of antenna crosstalk, (a) -15 dB 

linear crosstalk and 10º phase interference (b) -15 dB linear crosstalk. 

 

Table 7.2: EVM of output WiMAX signal in presence of linear and nonlinear crosstalk  

Crosstalk The output 
EVM  

-15 dB linear crosstalk -23.2 dB 
-15 dB linear crosstalk 

with 10º phase 
interference 

-20.8 dB 

-20 dB nonlinear 
crosstalk -34.2 dB 

-10 dB nonlinear 
crosstalk -20.95 dB 

Digital PD &-15 dB 
linear crosstalk with 10º 

phase interference 
-35 dB 

Digital PD & -10 dB 
nonlinear crosstalk -35.2 dB 

 

Observing Table 7.2, it can be seen that the nonlinear and linear crosstalk with phase 

interference influence the quality of the output signal by the same amount [25-26].  
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A BER simulation for the MIMO system with the WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) test signal 

considering Rayleigh fading and additive noise channel carried out. The BER 

performances in Figure 7.13 indicate that the nonlinear crosstalk introduces more 

degradation on the BER of MIMO transceiver than the linear crosstalk [8].  
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Figure 7.13: BER performance of MIMO transceiver in Rayleigh fading channel in 

presence of (a) Linear system with no crosstalk, (b) -15 dB linear crosstalk and 10º 

phase interference with DPD, (c) -10 dB nonlinear crosstalk with DPD, (d) -15 dB 

linear crosstalk and 10º phase interference without DPD, (e) -10 dB nonlinear crosstalk 

without DPD. 
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CHAPTER 8    

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 FOR FUTURE WORK 

8.1 CONCLUSION 

The main subject of this thesis was to investigate, design and measurement of a digital 

predistortion linearizer that is able to compensate the dynamic nonlinear distortion of a 

high power amplifier. The effectiveness of the proposed baseband predistorter on the 

performance of a WLAN OFDM transmitter utilizing a nonlinear PA with memory 

effect was observed and discussed. It has been shown that the PA plays a major role in 

RF transmitter efficiency and linearity performance. It has been found out that 

designing a highly linear system needs the PA to be well backed off from its nonlinear 

regime which means sacrificing the efficiency. In applications with of non-constant 

envelope signals, such as OFDM, there are memory effects which should also be 

tackled by the PD. To overcome this problem, different features of adaptive digital 

baseband PD based on the Hammerstein approach have been developed and verified by 

measurement. In order to develop the PD algorithm, an accurate model for PA nonlinear 

behaviour based on the Wiener system has been proposed. Subsequently, an improved 

inclusive memory effect model has been proposed to model accurately transmitters with 

both the linear and nonlinear memory effect. To evaluate the compensation performance 

of the suggested models a 10 W MOSFET transistor from Freescale has been used to 

design the PA. The implemented PA has been imported in a WALN 802.11a transmitter 

test setup to validate the effectiveness of the proposed PD in ACPR improvement. 
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Moreover the effect of nonlinearity on the performance of MIMO OFDM transmitter 

has been studied. Different types of crosstalk caused by shared LO, PA and mutual 

coupling between the MIMO antennas have been investigated in theory and simulation.  

 

8.2 SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 

The conclusions of this work can be summarised by Chapter as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 reviewed the fundamental aspects of PAs. A test setup and results of 

AM/AM and AM/PM transfer functions were shown. Comprehensive studies have been 

done about the nature and sources of memory effects. Different criteria on quantifying 

the memory effects were also discussed. 

 

Chapter 3 studied the basics of OFDM systems as well as some measures to evaluate 

the effects of nonlinear PA on modulated signals. The influence of PA nonlinearity on 

OFDM modulated signals and measures to evaluate these imperfection effects have 

been studied in this chapter. The PA, designed using the large signal model of MET 

LDMOS in the ADS simulator, was inserted in the modified WLAN 80211.a transmitter 

implemented in a digital library of software. To verify the EVM and BER 

performances, two different models, AWGN and multipath Rayleigh fading, of channel 

were considered at the receiver side. The simulation results showed more significant 

EVM and BER degradation in multipath Rayleigh fading channel in the presence of PA 

nonlinearity.  
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Chapter 4 reviewed different methods for PA behavioural modelling. The memoryless 

modelling procedures as well as models considering memory effects were studied 

carefully. Moreover, the parameter estimation algorithms for Wiener and Hammerstein 

systems used in PA modelling approaches were investigated. Finally, behavioural 

models based on the Wiener and improved Wiener approaches, with an optimal 

technique for system parameter estimation, have been developed. Both linear and 

nonlinear memory effects have been considered in the proposed model. 

 

 

Chapter 5 investigated the most common methods of linearization used in RF 

transmitters. These techniques were power back-off, feedback linearization, envelope 

elimination and restoration,  linear amplification with nonlinear components, 

feedforward, and predistortion. In this chapter, look-up tables and polynomial based PD 

have been studied carefully. Moreover, an intensive study on previous PDs designed for 

OFDM applications was carried out. Finally, three different methods of parameter 

estimation to evaluate the Hammerstein blocks as well as an improved Hammerstein 

algorithm were developed. 

 

Chapter 6 illustrated the test bed setup and experimental results of fabricated PAs and 

PDs used to validate the proposed PA behavioural models as well as different features 

of the Hammerstein PD. In order to validate theories, adaptive modelling algorithms 

were developed in the MATLAB simulator. A WLAN transmitter test setup using the 

vector signal generator, preamplifier, and main PA and vector signal analyser was used 

to show the effectiveness of proposed PDs in ACPR, EVM and BER improvement. 

Comparison between the developed PDs in this work and previously proposed designs 
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showed the robustness of the scheme in handling the trade-off between accuracy and 

convergence rate very well. 

 

Chapter 7 investigated the effect of nonlinear and linear crosstalk in MIMO OFDM 

transmitter. It has been shown how a shared LO can be affected by a PA’s nonlinear 

behaviour in a compact size MIMO transmitter. Moreover, the effects of the crosstalk 

interference on the signal detection and compensation processes were analysed.  

 

8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

The main recommendations for further study are: 

 

 In MIMO transmitters the nonlinear crosstalk affects the up-conversion process of 

baseband signal to the RF. Moreover, the predistorter identification is based on 

the RF signal at the output of PA. Indeed, the nonlinear crosstalk introduces some 

degradation in extracting baseband PD parameters [1] and [2]. Thus designing a 

compensator to overcome the nonlinear distortion as well as crosstalk can be 

considered as a future research topic.  

 

 Since OFDM modulation offers high data rate transmission and can handle the ISI 

in multi path environments, it has been a promising modulation scheme to use in 

optical wireless links [3]. However, like the RF transmitter, the optical OFDM 

transmitter is sensitive to the high PAPR of applied signal [4-6]. Modelling and 

compensating the nonlinear behaviour of laser diodes, taking the memory effect 

into account, have been considered recently [4], [7]. Developing an adaptive 
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digital PD to improve the performance of a radio-over-fibre OFDM system can be 

investigated more.  

 

 Modern wireless communication networks such as LTE, WiMAX and Wideband 

CDMA utilize complex modulation schemes to increase the data rate in a limited 

bandwidth. The high PAPR of their signals when fed to the high power amplifier 

puts emphasis on improving efficiency. One recent attractive technique is Doherty 

PA due to its simple circuitry and relatively high efficiency [8-12]. However, the 

nonlinear behaviour of Doherty PA is complicated as it has two different 

nonlinear sources of carrier and peaking PAs. The main issue is its abnormal 

memory effect performances which introduces some difficulties in PD design 

[13], [14]. Thus, the design and implementation of an adaptive compensator to 

tackle the nonlinearity as well as memory effect for Doherty PA could attract the 

attention of research communities.  

 

 Implementing the developed linearization technique by means of DSP, FPGAs or 

ASICs could be another open issue to be explored in real-time transceivers [15]. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Remote control of measurement instrument by PC via several bus 
systems 
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There are two different options to send RF signal to the transmitter, either choosing one 

of the standards available in the menu of the signal generator (SMBV) or making an 

external signal and send it via the SMBV. Some standards which are implemented 

internally are Wimax, WLAN, GSM and CDMA. For OFDM modulated signal Wimax 

or WLAN standards can be selected. 

 

Instruments can be connected to the PC via GPIB, IEEE bus, Network Interface, USB 

Bus or Serial Interface. There are different control software such as R&SWinIQSIM2 

and IQ Wizard which developed for easily generating and capturing digitally modulated 

signals in R&S instruments. The graphical user interface allows intuitive operation, 

supported by context-sensitive help.  To use the Rohde & Schwarz Signal, Spectrum 

and Network Analyzers within the MathWorks MATLAB programming environment a 

collection of m-files has been presented which provides functions like sending standard 

SCPI commands and receiving binary data in real-time mode. 

FSx_MATLAB_Toolbox_1.5 and Rs MatlabToolkit_2.2 provide routines for remote 

controlling these instruments. 

The last method to control the units is by integrating R&S test and measurement 

instruments into the Agilent ADS software. To understand the description and the 

principle of operation, a basic procedure is explained below. The provided solution 

consists of two parts.  

            1. The RS ADS Interface (RSADSIF) which is an executable file should be 

installed on the local PC. It provides the link to the Instruments via various bus systems 

(IEEE, LAN …) and takes care on the data transfer. Instrument scanning, operation 

logging and data format conversion are performed within this software. 

           2. The RS ADS Design Kit (RSADSDK) which is installed as Design Kit within 

ADS. This Design Kit provides the components for R&S instruments within the ADS 

schematic, generates the menu items in the Schematic Window and realizes the export 

of instruments settings to the RS ADS Interface.  

To use the Rohde & Schwarz ADS Integration, both components are required to be 

installed. The Agilent IO Libraries Suite 15.5 software, depicted in Figure A.1, is 
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needed as a data link between the Agilent ADS and R&S instrument. After a successful 

installation and a restart of the ADS design environment the new menu entry will 

appear in the ADS schematic Tool bar. 

 

Figure A.1: Agilent IO Libraries Suite 15.5 software 

 

A.1. IP address setup on instruments 

First it is necessary to set the IP address in mode menu of the software.  For this purpose 

choose the general option from the setup menu and in network section set the IP and 

subnet mask address. 

  

A.2. IP address setup on PC 

To set the IP address on PC it needs to follow this procedure: 
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My network places 

                                      Local area connection              

                                                                                 Properties 

                                                                                                        TCPIP 

                                                                                                                         IP address   

Figure A.2: IP Address setting process on local PC 

 

A. 3   Import and export data between PC and Instruments 

To provide the interface between the local PC and the instruments different types of 

software such as VEE, VISA and… can be used. As an example the interface between 

ADS and R&S instruments via Connection manager software is explained here. 

Different stages to this goal are: 
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1. Install and open the connection manager from start server menu. 

 
                             Figure A.3: Connection manager main page 
 
 

2. From Tools menu in ADS schematic select the connection manager client. 

 

 
Figure A.4: ADS tools menu  
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APPENDIX B 

Hilbert Space  
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A Hilbert space is a complete, normed vector space  over the complete numbers , 

whose norm is developed by an inner product. The inner product is a function defined 

by: 

〈∙	,∙	〉:		 	 →    

Which satisfies these facts: 

1. Linearity in the second argument:	∀	 , ∈		  and  ∀	 , , ∈		, 

 

〈 , 〉 〈 , 〉 〈 , 〉 

 

2. Conjugate symmetry: ∀	 , , ∈		, 

 

〈 	, 	〉 〈 	, 	〉 

 

3. Positivity: ∀ 0 ∈ , 

〈 	, 	〉 0 

 

Moreover, the norm of  is developed by its inner product as follows: 

 ∀ ∈ , 

 

‖ ‖ 〈 , 〉 
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Hilbert space also needs to be complete, which means that every sequence in that space 

converges to a point in . 

 

Using the inner product structure in Hilbert space allows us to define the angels 

between the vectors.  Thus, the definition of orthogonality becomes possible if for 

	 	 	 ∈  the inner product is equal to zero. In the other word, a set of vectors 

∈	 are orthogonal if: 

 

   〈 , 〉 0,			  

 

These concepts can be used to represent a function ∈ 	 	in terms of some sequence of 

coefficients in	 . For example, we can choose a finite set of coefficients that capture 

most of the information in an analogue signal. For this purpose it is necessary to find a 

set of basis vectors  for  and use the inner products  〈 , 〉 as the  coefficients 

representing the	 . For example, for a Hilbert space 0,1  the functions , ∈

 form an orthogonal basis for the space. Thus, any function in 	can be represented 

uniquely as a sequence in  by: 

 

〈 , 〉, ∈  

 

Where are the Fourier coefficients of	  and  can be reconstructed from its Fourier 

coefficients by the inverse formula.  
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APPENDIX C 

MATLAB codes for modelling algorithms 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%power amplifier modelling  

clc; 

clear all; 

N=input('the number of linear coefficients for PA modeling: '); 

M=input('the number of linear coefficients for PD modeling: '); 

Q=input('the number of nonlinear coefficients for PD modeling: '); 

clc; 

format long g; 

tim=load('wlan_33.txt'); 

tiph=load('wlanp_33.txt'); 

tom=load('wlanmout33.txt'); 

toph=load('wlanphout33.txt'); 

ai=tim(:,2); 

phi=tiph(:,2).*pi./180; 

% to=load('wlan-to.txt'); 

po=toph(:,2).*pi./180; 

ao=tom(:,2); 

t=tim(:,1); 

% figure (2); 

% plot(ai,ao,'y'); 

% hold on; 

 h3=load('vin-vload.txt'); 

% h3=load('vin_vloadmrf2.txt'); 

% plot(h3(:,1),h3(:,2)); 

  

normall=max(h3(:,2)); 

ai=ai/normall; 

ao=ao/normall; 

% plot(abs(x),abs(y),'y'); 

hold on; 

plot(h3(:,1)/normall,h3(:,2)/normall) 

h=load('vload-vin.txt'); 

vin=h(:,1); 

vo=h(:,2); 

p=load('pload-vin.txt'); 

phaseo=p(:,2)./180.*pi; 

 t=t(:,1); 

i=sqrt(-1); 
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x=ai.*exp(i*(phi)); 

y=ao.*exp(i*(po)); 

plot(abs(x),abs(y),'y'); 

hold on; 

plot(h3(:,1)/normall,h3(:,2)/normall) 

LL=size(t,1); 

% % % modeling PA memoryless;  ->|f|-> 

ymod0=Am(abs(x)).*exp(i*(phi+PM(abs(x))));      

MSE0=10*log10(mean((abs(ymod0-y)).^2)); 

mu0=1; 

v=iAMb(abs(y)).*exp(i*((po)+iPMb(abs(y)))); 

%  v=iAM(abs(ymod2)).*exp(i*(pi/180*(po(:,2))+iPM(abs(ymod2)))); 

[beta,vhat,MSE00,E0]=NLMS(x,v,N,mu0); 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

rvhat=abs(vhat); 

pvhat=angle(vhat); 

ymod1=Am(rvhat).*exp(i*(pvhat+PM(rvhat))); 

MSE1=10*log10(mean((abs(ymod1)-ao.').^2)); 

  

plot(abs(x),abs(y),'y'); 

hold on; 

plot(abs(x),abs(ymod1),'h') 

hold on;plot(abs(x),abs(ymod0),'s') 

  

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  

G0=4.6; 

yd=G0*x; 

% % %  % % % % % % % % % memoryless PD  

 

z0=iAMb(abs(x)).*exp(i*((phi)+iPMb(abs(x)))); 

Z0= (convmtx(z0,N+1)); 

for k=2:LL 

    u0(k)=beta(k,:)*Z0(k,:).'; 

end 

ypd0=G0*(AM(abs(u0)).*exp(i*(angle(u0)+PM(abs(u0))))); 

MSEpd0=10*log10(mean((abs(ypd0.'-yd)).^2)); 

% normal_coef=max(abs(yd)); 

% x=x/normal_coef; 

% yd=yd/normal_coef; 
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% % % % % % % % % % % PD1 

% % % % obtaining the inverse of filter 

%tic 

for k=1:LL 

[h,w]=freqz(1,beta(k,:)); 

[l(k,:),m]=invfreqz(h,w,19,0); 

end 

% z1=iAM(abs(x)).*exp(i*(pi/180*(phi)+iPM(abs(x)))); 

u1=zeros(LL,N+1); 

Z1= (convmtx(z0,20)); 

for k=2:LL 

    u1(k)=l(k,:)*Z1(k,:).'; 

end 

U1=(convmtx(u1,N+1)); 

v1=zeros(LL,1); 

for k=1:LL 

     v1(k)=beta(k,:)*U1(k,:).'; 

  

end 

ypd1=G0*(AM(abs(v1)).*exp(i*(angle(v1)+PM(abs(v1))))); 

MSEpd1=10*log10(mean((abs(ypd1-yd)).^2)); 

% toc 

 

% % % % % % % % % % % % PD2 

% z1=iAM(abs(x)).*exp(i*(pi/180*(phi)+iPM(abs(x)))); 

tic 

v2=iAMb(abs(yd)).*exp(i*(angle(yd)+iPMb(abs(yd)))); 

mu2=1; 

[betlam,vhat2,MSE02,E2]=NLMS(z0,v2,N+Q,mu2); 

ypd2=AM(abs(vhat2)).*exp(i*(angle(vhat2)+PM(abs(vhat2)))); 

MSEpd2=10*log10(mean((abs(yd.'-ypd2)).^2)); 

toc 

% % % % % % % % % % % %PD3 

tic 

v2=iAMb(abs(yd)).*exp(i*(angle(yd)+iPMb(abs(yd)))); 

for k=1:LL-M-N 

    for n=0:N 

        for m=0:M 

            for q=1:Q 
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                v3(n*(M*Q+Q)+m*Q+q,k+M+N)=(x(k+M+N-m-n,1)).^q; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

v3=v3.'; 

c3=zeros((N+1)*(M+1)*Q,1); 

mu3=0.9; 

DEN=(norm(v3(1,:)))^2+0.001; 

E3(1)=v2(1)-c3.'*v3(1,:).'; 

C3(1,:)=c3.'+mu3/DEN*E3(1)*conj(v3(1,:)); 

for k=2:LL 

        E3(k)=v2(k)-C3(k-1,:)*v3(k,:).'; 

        DEN=(norm(v3(k,:)))^2+0.001; 

        C3(k,:)=C3(k-1,:)+mu3/DEN*E3(k)*conj(v3(k,:)); 

%         plot(abs(C3(k,:)),'*r'); 

%         hold on; 

end 

for k=1:LL 

    vhat3(k)=C3(k,:)*v3(k,:).'; 

end 

E3=vhat3-v2.'; 

MSE03=10*log10(mean((abs(E3)).^2)); 

ypd3=AM(abs(vhat3)).*exp(i*(angle(vhat3)+PM(abs(vhat3)))); 

MSEpd3=10*log10(mean((abs(ypd3-yd.')).^2)); 

toc 

plot(abs(x),abs(y),'r'); 

 hold on;plot(abs(x),abs(ymod1)); 

 hold on; 

 plot(abs(x),abs(ymod0),'g') 

  plot(abs(x),abs(ypd2),'r'); 

 hold on;plot(abs(x),abs(ypd1)); 

 hold on; 

 plot(abs(x),abs(yd),'g') 

 plot(abs(x),abs(y),'y') 

 

Functions: 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%AM/AM 
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function [out]=Am(x) 

clc; 

format long; 

h=load('vin-vload.txt'); 

vo=h(:,2)/max(h(:,2)); 

vin=h(:,1)/max(h(:,2)); 

      p=polyfit(vin,vo,13); 

       out=polyval(p,x); 

       clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%AM/PM 

function [out]=PM(x) 

clc; 

format long; 

h=load('vin-phloadTAH.txt'); 

h2=load('vin-vloadTAH.txt'); 

vin=h(:,1)/max(h2(:,2)); 

pho=(h(:,2).*pi./180); 

      p=polyfit(vin,pho,13); 

       out=polyval(p,x); 

       clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%NLMS 

function [A,dmod,MSE,E0]=NLMS(x,d,N,mu,a0) 

N=N+1; 

X=(convmtx(x,N)); 

[LL,NN]=size(X); 

if nargin<5, a0=zeros(1,NN); end 

a0=a0(:).'; 

E(1)=d(1)-a0*X(1,:).'; 

DEN=(norm(X(1,:)))^2+0.0001; 

A(1,:)=a0+mu/DEN*E(1)*conj(X(1,:)); 

if LL>1 

    for k=2:LL-N+1 

        E(k)=d(k)-A(k-1,:)*X(k,:).'; 

        DEN=(norm(X(k,:)))^2+0.0001; 

        A(k,:)=A(k-1,:)+mu/DEN*E(k)*conj(X(k,:)); 

    end 

end 

for k=1:LL-N+1 

        dmod(k)=A(k,:)*X(k,:).'; 

end 
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% dhat=zeros(LL,1); 

% dhat(N:LL)=dmod; 

E0=dmod.'-d; 

MSE=10*log10(mean((abs(E0)).^2)); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% inverse function in Hilbert space  

function[x,w]=gauleg(x1,x2,n); 

    m=(n+1)/2; 

    xm=0.5*(x2+x1); 

   xl=0.5*(x2-x1); 

   z1=0; 

    for i=1:m 

      z=cos(pi*(i-0.25)/(n+0.5)); 

      while abs(z-z1) > eps , 

            p1=1.0; 

            p2=0.0; 

         for j=1:n 

            p3=p2; 

                p2=p1; 

                p1=((2.0*j-1.0)*z*p2-(j-1.0)*p3)/j; 

            end 

            pp=n*(z*p1-p2)/(z*z-1.0); 

            z1=z; 

         z=z1-p1/pp; 

        end 

        x(i)=xm-xl*z; 

        x(n+1-i)=xm+xl*z; 

        w(i)=2.0*xl/((1.0-z*z)*pp*pp); 

        w(n+1-i)=w(i); 

  end 

 

function [out]=EEEEE_g(n) 

clc; 

clear all; 

n=input('n? ') 

format long; 

x0=0;y0=AM(0); 

x1=1;y1=AM(1); 

[zp1,wp1]=GAULEG(x0,x1,10000); 
for i=1:n 
    for j=1:n 
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         B2(i,j)=((y1)^(i+j+1)-(y0)^(i+j+1))/(i+j+1); 
    end 
end 
for i=1:n 
    C2(i,1)=(x1*y1^(i+1)-x0*y0^(i+1))/(i+1)-(1/(i+1))*(sum(wp1.*(f(zp1).^(i+1)))); 
end 
 Atemp=pinv(B2)*C2; 
 A(n+1)=0; 
 for j=1:n 
     A(j)=Atemp(n-j+1); 
 end 
 out=A; 
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